NOTICE OF CONTRACT EXTENSION

COMMODITY: ASBESTOS and LEAD PAINT ABATEMENT SERVICES

CONTRACT NO.: 8002298

NIGP: 910-3800 & 910-4700

VENDOR: ENVIROVANTAGE INC VC#: 156075
629 CALEF HIGHWAY EPPING NH 03042

CONTACT PERSON(s): SCOTT KNIGHTLY
Tel. No.: # 603-679-9682
Fax No.: #603-679-9685
E-Mail: scottk@envirovantage.com

EFFECTIVE FROM: MAY 1, 2018 THROUGH FEBRUARY 28, 2023

PAYMENT & TERMS: Payments shall be made via Procurement Card (P-Card – Visa Credit Card). Orders charged upon receipt of invoice.

INVOICING & PAYMENTS: Invoices shall be submitted after completion of work to the requesting agency. Payment shall be paid in full within thirty (30) days after receipt of invoice and acceptance of the work to the State’s satisfaction.

QUESTIONS: Direct any questions to Jeff Haley, 603-271-2202 or Jeffrey.Haley@NH.Gov

SCOPE OF WORK:

SECTION 1 - Asbestos Abatement & Related Work - Specification

1.1 PART 1 - GENERAL
Scope of services document shall be modified by the IH Consultant to reflect the specific scope of work for each project.

The Contractor shall provide pricing to Env-A 1800 or current version for each requested project based on the Scope of Services document as modified by IH Consultant for the project.

Asbestos-Containing Building Materials and Lead-based paint (LBP) and other Hazardous Material. Visually identify and quantify other hazardous or regulated wastes (e.g. Mercury switches, PCB ballasts, paint, solvents, acids, and insecticides) within the structure(s) on the site or parcel related to abatement project. Assume responsibility as an Agent of the Env-A 1800 or current version to oversee and sign the Waste Shipment Record (WSR) and Hazardous Waste Manifest documents as well as submitting copies to the appropriate ENV-A 1800 OR CURRENT VERSION representative. Inspection reports, preparation of abatement plan and scope of work for an asbestos removal and/or LBP/Hazardous Waste contract, inspection of asbestos/lead removal, and certification that appropriate environmental agencies and compliance with appropriate environmental regulations shall be part of this work.

The work areas have or may have other regulated or hazardous materials present that are not covered in
the Section. Contractor’s OSHA-competent person shall also inspect the work place for other potential hazardous building material during the work. If encountered during the work immediately notify Owner’s Representative. Use only qualified, trained workers to properly remove, package, transport, and dispose (or recycle) of such material in strict compliance with all local, State, and Federal requirements as approved by State and as identified in the Project Scope of Work document prepared for each work request.

1.1.2 RELATED DOCUMENTS
General provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary Conditions and Other Division 1 Abatement Specification Sections, and Requirements for Lead Paint Related Work, apply to the work of each of the Specification Sections.

1.1.3 PROJECT SCOPE-OF-WORK/ACBM TO BE REMOVED
General: All Asbestos/LBP/Hazardous Material abatement work is to be completed in accordance with the requirements set forth herein. The scope-of-work includes the removal, transport, equipment (i.e. lifts and dumpsters) and disposal of designated asbestos/lead-containing building materials (ACBM or asbestos/lead-containing material, ACM) located at the work site as defined in the Scope of Services document as prepared by State and IH Consultant. All work is to be completed in agreement of agency per project. It is essential that all work be phased and scheduled as required to facilitate New Hampshire’s renovation and upgrade work. All work is to be completed in strict accordance with applicable local and federal codes and the requirements in this specification and Contract Documents.

Contract Documents: Indicate the work of the Contract and related requirements and conditions that have an impact on the project. This abatement specification, along with other construction specification sections and drawings, and Project Scope of Work document shall be considered part of the Contract Documents.

A summary of work to be completed is provided below and includes an inventory of ACBM to be removed, packaged, transported, and disposed of in accordance with the Contract Documents. Please note that, for any ACM scheduled to remain in the work area or work site following completion of work by Contractor. Care must be taken to avoid disturbance of these materials throughout the duration of the project. Contractor shall also provide as build drawings showing locations of ACBM not removed in the Work Area as part of Contractor’s work.

Reference full inspection reports for discussions and additional information and limitations of New Hampshire’s survey for each work area and work site.

Please note that all quantities listed in the following table are approximate only and shall be confirmed by Contractor prior to submittal of bid.

**ACBM REMOVAL WORK LISTING (to be edited by IH Consultant for each project Scope of Work)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ACBM</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Approximate Quantity</th>
<th>EPA Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SAMPLE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The work areas have or may have other regulated or hazardous materials present that are not covered in the Section including but not limited to polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB)-containing materials, mercury, lead paint, guano, mold contamination, other hazardous materials and universal waste. Contractor’s OSHA-competent person shall also inspect the work place for other potential hazardous building material during the work. If encountered during the work immediately notify Owner’s Representative. Use only qualified, trained workers to properly remove, package, transport, and dispose (or recycle) of such material in strict compliance with all local, State, and Federal requirements as approved by State and as identified in the Project Scope of Work document prepared for each work request.

1.3 WORK SCHEDULES:
All work shall be completed in accordance with the schedule requirements as indicated by the State of New Hampshire.
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All work shall be strictly coordinated and scheduled by the Contractor as indicated by and cooperation with the State of New Hampshire and the State of New Hampshire’s industrial hygiene consultant (IH Consultant). Work will be phased as required to facilitate the State of New Hampshire’s operations, general occupancy of the site, and general construction activity. Contractor must provide proposed daily schedules to the State of New Hampshire and IH Consultant for each phase of work and each State of New Hampshire work request. Adequate advance notice must be provided to the State of New Hampshire and the IH Consultant prior to any schedule changes. Start and completion dates for the work and specific phasing requirements must be submitted to the State of New Hampshire and the IH Consultant for approval.

1.4 CONTRACTOR ESTIMATES
Estimates: Contractor pricing must be based on the Contractor's field measurements and assessment of the conditions and requirements of the Work, in addition to requirements of the Specification. Listings of ACBM and non-ACBMs and noted conditions for the work areas provided by the State of New Hampshire are intended for informational purposes to assist the Contractor in the Contractor's delineation of the work. It is the responsibility of the Contractor to verify all such project information as necessary to satisfy the Contractor as to the requirements of the work for each specific phase of the project. The Contractor must notify the State of New Hampshire and the IH Consultant of any conflicting information or clarifications required for the preparation of any bids, estimates, and submittal documentation. Unless otherwise stated by the State of New Hampshire, the Contractor is responsible for the removal of all designated ACBM, so designated by the State of New Hampshire

1.5 EXISTING CONDITIONS
Prior to commencement of work, inspect areas in which work will be performed. Prepare a listing of damage to structure, surfaces, non-ACM insulations, equipment or surrounding properties that could be misconstrued as damage resulting from the work. Contractor is responsible for all damages to equipment, furnishings, finishes and building surfaces in the work area and adjacent caused by the Contractor during the course of abatement and general housecleaning. Use care to prevent damages to existing surfaces during installation of solid barriers, critical barriers and primary isolation barriers. Contractor is responsible for completing all repairs to damaged items/surfaces caused by the work. In addition, all tape, adhesive, and other staining and damage must be fully repaired by Contractor to meet or exceed existing conditions.

1.6 POTENTIAL ASBESTOS/LBP/HAZARDOUS MATERIAL HAZARD:
The disturbance or dislocation of asbestos fibers/lead dust or particles containing materials may cause asbestos fibers/lead dust or particles to be released into the buildings' atmosphere or outside environment, thereby creating a potential health hazard to workmen and building occupants. Apprize all workers, supervisory personnel, subcontractors and consultants who will be at the job site of the seriousness of the hazard and of proper work procedures that must be followed.

Where in the performance of the work, workers, supervisory personnel, subcontractors, or consultants may encounter, disturb, or otherwise function in the immediate vicinity of any identified asbestos fibers/lead dust or particles containing materials, take appropriate continuous measures as necessary to protect all building occupants from the potential hazard of exposure to airborne Asbestos/LBP/Hazardous Material. Such measures shall include the procedures and methods described herein, and compliance with regulations of applicable federal, State and local agencies. Complete, and coordinate with the State of New Hampshire as applicable, all communication of hazards in strict accordance with 29 CFR 1926 and other applicable State and federal regulations for asbestos fibers/lead dust or particles, PCB ballasts, mercury, fluorescent light bulbs, and other anticipated hazards. The Contractor shall coordinate with the State of New Hampshire and the IH Consultant to review all existing inspection records and testing results as needed.

1.7 CONTRACTOR USE OF PREMISES:
General: The Contractor shall limit the use of the site to the work indicated, so as to allow for the State of New Hampshire operations and general construction activity. Confine operations at the site to the specified work areas of the Specification. Take all precautions necessary to protect the site, buildings, any occupants, and surrounding areas from work-related hazards during the construction period. Maintain building in a safe and structurally sound condition throughout the work. Maintain access to the public and other trades in designated areas (for example, stairwells) as indicated herein and as otherwise noted by the State of New Hampshire. Provide additional barriers and site security as needed to accommodate such access.

Install solid barriers to prevent unauthorized access and visibility from adjacent, public or State of New
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Hampshire-occupied areas as designated by the State of New Hampshire and using materials and construction methods approved by the State of New Hampshire. Contractor shall work in cooperation with, and coordinate all work with the State of New Hampshire and the IH consultant.

1.8 STOP WORK:
If the State of New Hampshire or the IH Consultant presents a written or verbal stop work order immediately and automatically stop all work. Do not recommence work until authorized in writing by the State of New Hampshire and the IH Consultant.

1.9 PROJECT COORDINATION

A. Administrative and Supervisory Personnel:

Project Manager: Provide a full-time Project Manager (NH-licensed asbestos abatement supervisor) who is experienced in administration and supervision of asbestos abatement projects including work practices, protective measures for building and personnel, disposal procedures, etc. This person is the Contractor's Representative responsible for compliance with all applicable federal, state and local regulations, particularly those relating to asbestos-containing materials.

- Experience and Training: The Project Manager must have completed a course at an EPA Training Center or equivalent certificate course in asbestos abatement procedures, and have had a minimum of five (5) years on-the-job training in asbestos abatement procedures. The Project Manager must also have adequate experience working on similar projects.
- Accreditation/Qualifications: The project manager is to be (1) a Competent Person as required by OSHA in 29 CFR 1926, and (2) accredited and certified in accordance with the AHERA regulation 40 CFR Part 763, Subpart E, Appendix C; (3) licensed in accordance with NH Asbestos Management Rules, Chapter Env-A 1800 and (4) able to communicate in English both orally and in writing.

B. Pre-Construction Conference:

An initial progress meeting, recognized as "Pre-Construction Conference" will be convened by the State of New Hampshire prior to the start of work for each phase. This meeting will be held to review the scope-of-work, scheduling, coordination, and Contractor plan of action and submittals, as applicable.

C. Daily Log:

Daily Log: Maintain at the work area a daily log documenting the dates and time of but not limited to, the following items:
- Visitations; authorized and unauthorized
- Personnel entering and leaving the work area (name, certification, expirations) – use specification form.
- Special or unusual events, i.e. barrier breaching, equipment failures, accidents
- Documentation of (1) daily inspections and test results, (2) removal of any sheet plastic barriers, (3) inspections prior to application of encapsulation, enclosure or any other operation that will conceal the condition of ACMs or the substrate from which such materials have been removed, (4) removal of waste materials from work area and site, including exact number of waste bags/containers, (5) decontamination of work area and equipment, and (6) final inspection/air test results.

1.10 STANDARDS

Applicability of Standards: It is the Contractor's responsibility to complete all work in accordance with (or exceeding) all applicable industry standards and guidelines. Except where Contract Documents include more stringent requirements, all applicable construction industry standards have the same force and effect as if bound or copied directly into Contract Documents. Standards are made a part of the Contract Documents by reference. Where compliance with an industry standard is required, comply with the most current standards in effect as of date of Contract Documents.

Conflicting Requirements: Where compliance with two or more standards is specified, and they establish different or conflicting requirements for minimum quantities or quality levels, the most stringent requirement will be enforced, unless the Contract Documents indicate otherwise. Refer to the State of New Hampshire and IH Consultant any requirements that are different or conflicting; outline the more stringent requirement before proceeding.
Comply with applicable standards including, but not limited to, American National Standards Institute (ANSI) standards and American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) standards.

1.11 CODES, REGULATIONS, AND STANDARDS - ASBESTOS/LEAD/LBP/HAZARDOUS MATERIAL ABATEMENT
Adhere to work practices and procedures set forth in applicable codes, regulations and standards. Obtain permits, licenses, inspections, and similar documentation, as well as payments and similar requirements associated with codes, regulations, and standards.

The Contractor shall assume full responsibility and liability for compliance with all applicable Federal, State, and local regulations pertaining to work practices, hauling, disposal, and protection of workers, visitors to the site, and persons occupying areas adjacent to the site. The Contractor is responsible for providing medical examinations and maintaining medical records of personnel as required by the applicable Federal, State, and local regulations. The Contractor shall hold the State of New Hampshire and the IH Consultant harmless for failure to comply with any applicable work, hauling, disposal, safety, health or other regulation on the part of himself, his employees, or his subcontractors.

All work performed under this contract shall comply with applicable provisions, including most current versions, and not limited to the listed codes and regulations.

Federal Requirements: which govern Asbestos/Hazardous Material abatement work or hauling and disposal of asbestos fibers/lead dust or particles waste materials and per lead requirements of OSHA include but are not limited to the following:

OSHA: U.S. Department of Labor, Occupational Safety and Health Administration, including but not limited to:
Occupational Exposure to Asbestos/lead, Tremolite, Respiratory Protection; Title 29, Part 1910
Anthophyllite, and Actinolite; Final Rules Section 134 of the Code of Federal Regulations
Title 29, Part 1910, Section 1001 and Access to Employee Exposure and Medical Records
Part 1926, of the Code of Federal Regulations Title 29, Part 1910, Section 2 of the CFR

Construction Industry Specifications for Accident Prevention Signs and
Title 29, Part 1926, of the Code of Federal Regulations Tags Title 29, Part 1910, Section 145 of the CFR

Hazard Communication Title 29, Part 1910, Section 1200 of the CFR

DOT: U.S. Department of Transportation, including but not limited to:
Hazardous Material Regulations
Title 49, Part 171-180 Code of Federal Regulations

EPA: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), including but not limited to:
Asbestos Abatement Projects; Worker Protection Rule Title 40 Part 763, Sub-part G of the Code of Federal Regulations
Asbestos School Hazard Abatement Reauthorization Act (ASHARA); Training Requirements of (AHERA) Regulation; Asbestos Containing Materials in Schools Final Rule & Notice; Title 40, Part 763, Sub-part E, Code of Federal Regulations

National Emission Standard for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAPS)
National Emission Standard for Asbestos/lead, Title 40, Part 61, Sub-part A, and Sub-part M (Revised Sub-part B) of the Code of Federal Regulations

State of New Hampshire Requirements: which govern asbestos abatement work or hauling and disposal of asbestos/lead waste materials include but are not limited to the following:

- Asbestos Management and Control, N.H. Admin. Rules Ch. Env-A 1800
- Asbestos Management and Control, N.H. RSA Ch. 141-E
- Solid Waste Management Act, N.H. RSA Ch. 149-M and N.H.RSA Ch.147-A
- N.H. Admin. Rules Ch. Env-Sw 400-1200 and 2100-2800; and Env-Hw 100-300
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Local Requirements: Abide by all local requirement that govern Asbestos/LBP/Hazardous Material abatement work or hauling and disposal of asbestos/lead waste materials.

1.12 DEFINITIONS

1.12.1 General Definitions

General: Definitions contained in this Article are not necessarily complete, but are general to the extent that they are not defined more explicitly elsewhere in the Contract Documents.

Indicated: This term refers to graphic representations, notes or schedules on the Drawings, or other Paragraphs or Schedules in Specifications, and similar requirements in Contract Documents. Where terms such as "shown," "noted," "scheduled," and "specified" are used, it is to help locate the reference; no limitation on location is intended except as specifically noted.

Directed: Terms such as "directed", "requested", "authorized", "selected", "approved", "required", and "permitted" mean "directed by the State of New Hampshire’s representative", "requested by the "IH Consultant", and similar phrases. However, no implied meaning shall be interpreted to extend the IH Consultant’s responsibility into the Contractor's area of construction supervision.

Approve: The term "approved," where used in conjunction with the State of New Hampshire or the IH Consultant’s action on the Contractor’s submittals, applications, and requests, is limited to the responsibilities and duties of the IH Consultant as indicated in the Contract Documents. Such approval or acceptances do not express or claim any certification of completeness, compliance, or approval of programs and documentation, including but not limited to review of analytical results, historical information, and interpretations. Such approval shall not release the Contractor from responsibility to fulfill Contract Document requirements, unless otherwise provided in the Contract Documents.

Regulation: The term "Regulations" includes laws, statutes, ordinances and lawful orders issued by authorities having jurisdiction, as well as rules, conventions and agreements within the construction industry that control performance of the Work, whether they are lawfully imposed by authorities having jurisdiction or not.

Furnish: The term "furnish" is used to mean "supply and deliver to the project site, ready for unloading, unpacking, assembly, installation, and similar operations."

Install: The term "install" is used to describe operations at project site including the actual "unloading, unpacking, assembly, erection, placing, anchoring, applying, working to dimension, finishing, curing, protecting, cleaning and similar operations."

Provide: The term "provide" means "to furnish and install, complete and ready for the intended use."

Installer: An "Installer" is an entity engaged by the Contractor, either as an employee, subcontractor or sub-subcontractor for performance of a particular construction activity, including installation, erection, application and similar operations. Installers are required to be experienced in the operations they are engaged to perform.

The term "experienced," when used with the term "Installer" means having a minimum of 5 previous projects similar in size and scope to this project, and familiar with the precautions required, and has complied with requirements of the authority having jurisdiction.

Project Site is the space available to the Contractor for performance of the work, either exclusively or in conjunction with others performing other construction as part of the project.

Testing Laboratories: A "testing laboratory" is an independent entity engaged to perform specific inspections or tests, either at the project site or elsewhere, and to report on, and, if required, to interpret, results of those inspections or tests.

IH Consultant: This is the entity employed or engaged as industrial hygiene consultant as described in the Contract Documents. All references to the State of New Hampshire’s Consultant, Air Monitoring Consultant, or Consultant with regard to Asbestos/LBP/Hazardous Material abatement in the Contract Documents in all cases refer to the IH Consultant. The IH Consultant will represent the State of New Hampshire during
abatement and until final payment is due. The State of New Hampshire’s representative may also constitute other persons representing the State of New Hampshire, other than the IH Consultant or consultant, as indicated by the State of New Hampshire. The State of New Hampshire’s instructions to the Contractor will be made directly to the Contractor or forwarded through the IH Consultant.

Project Manager: This is the Contractor's Representative at the work site. This person will be the Competent Person required by OSHA in 29 CFR 1926 and Project Manager/Foreman as required by the State of New Hampshire. Provide a licensed Project Manager at each individual work site during work.

1.12.2 Definitions - Asbestos/LBP/Hazardous Material Abatement:
Accredited or Accreditation (when referring to a person or laboratory): A person or laboratory accredited in accordance with section 206 of Title II of the Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA).

Adequately Wet: Means sufficiently mix or penetrate with liquid to prevent the release of particulate. If visible emissions are observed coming from the asbestos/lead-containing material, then that material has not been adequately wetted. The absence of visible emissions is not sufficient evidence, or measure, of a material being adequately wet.

Aerosol: A system consisting of particles, solid or liquid, suspended in air.

Air Monitoring: The process of measuring the fiber content of a specific volume of air.

Amended Water: Water to which a surfactant has been added to decrease the surface tension to 35 or less dynes.

Asbestos: The asbestiform varieties of serpentine (chrysotile), riebeckite (crocidolite), cummingtonite-grunerite, anthophyllite, and actinolite-tremolite. For purposes of determining respiratory and worker protection both the asbestiform and non-asbestiform varieties of the above minerals and any of these materials that have been chemically treated and/or altered shall be considered as asbestos/lead.

Asbestos-Containing Material (ACM): Any material containing more than 1% of asbestos/lead of any type or mixture of types.

Asbestos-Containing Building Material (ACBM): Surfacing ACM, thermal system insulation ACM, or misc. ACM in or on interior structure or other parts of a building.

Asbestos-Containing Waste Material: Any material that is or is suspected of being or any material contaminated with an asbestos/lead-containing material that is to be removed from a work area for disposal.

Asbestos debris: Pieces of ACBM that can be identified by color, texture, or composition, or means dust, if the dust is determined by an accredited inspector to be ACM.

Authorized Visitor: The State of New Hampshire, the IH Consultant, testing lab personnel, emergency personnel or a representative of any federal, State and local regulatory or other agency having authority over the project.

Barrier: Any surface that seals off the work area to inhibit the movement of fibers.

Breathing Zone: A hemisphere forward of the shoulders with a radius of approximately 6 to 9 inches.

Category I Non-Friable ACM: means ACM packings, gaskets, resilient floor covering, and asphalt roofing products containing more than 1% asbestos/lead. Also see definition for Regulated ACM.

Category II Non-Friable ACM: means any non-friable ACM, except for Category I Non-Friable ACM.

Ceiling Concentration: The concentration of airborne substance that shall not be exceeded.

Certified Industrial Hygienist (C.I.H.): An industrial hygienist certified in Comprehensive Practice by the American Board of Industrial Hygiene.
Contractor: The general Contractor or the general Contractor’s subcontractor engaged to perform Asbestos/LBP/Hazardous Material related activities must be licensed by the State of New Hampshire, as applicable, and in accordance with NH Admin. Rule Env-A 1800 or current version and NH RSA 141:E. All workers and Project managers engaging in asbestos/lead activity must also be trained and licensed in accordance with NH Admin. Rule Env-A 1800 or current version and 40 CFR Part 763 (AHERA).

Demolition: The wrecking or taking out of any building component, system, finish or assembly of a facility together with any related handling operations.

Disposal Bag: A properly labeled 6-mil thick leak-tight plastic bags used for transporting Asbestos/LBP/Hazardous Material waste from work and to disposal site.

Encapsulant: A material that surrounds or embeds Asbestos/LBP/Hazardous Material fibers in an adhesive matrix, to prevent release of fibers.

- Bridging encapsulant: an encapsulant that forms a discrete layer on the surface of an in situ Asbestos/LBP/Hazardous Material matrix.
- Penetrating encapsulant: an encapsulant that is absorbed by the in situ Asbestos/LBP/Hazardous Material matrix without leaving a discrete surface layer.


Enclosure: The construction of an air-tight, impermeable, permanent barrier around Asbestos/LBP/Hazardous Material-containing material to control the release of Asbestos/LBP/Hazardous Material fibers into the air.

Excursion Limit: Ensure that no employee is exposed to airborne concentrations of asbestos/lead in excess of 1.0 fibers per cubic centimeter of air (1.0 f/cc) as averaged over a sampling period of thirty (30) minutes, as determined by PCM analysis in accordance with NIOSH Method 7400 and as indicated in 29 CFR Part 1926. Also referred to as the short-term exposure limit, (STEL).

Filter: A media component used in respirators to remove solid or liquid particles from the inspired air.

Friable Asbestos/LBP/Hazardous Material: Material that contains more than 1.0% Asbestos/LBP/Hazardous Material and that can be crumbled, pulverized, or reduced to powder by hand pressure when dry. This also includes materials which, when subjected to removal methods and other disturbances, may release fibers and dust due to the abatement actions.


HEPA Filter: A High Efficiency Particulate Air (HEPA) filter capable of trapping and retaining 99.97% of Asbestos/LBP/Hazardous Material fibers greater than 0.3 microns in diameter.

HEPA Filter Vacuum Collection Equipment (or vacuum cleaner): High efficiency particulate air filtered vacuum collection equipment with a filter system capable of collecting and retaining Asbestos/LBP/Hazardous Material fibers. Filters should be of 99.97% efficiency for retaining fibers of 0.3 microns or larger.

High-efficiency particulate air filter: (HEPA) refers to a filtering system capable of trapping and retaining 99.97 percent of all monodispersed particles 0.3 um in diameter or larger.

Negative Pressure Respirator: A respirator in which the air pressure inside the respiratory-inlet covering is positive during exhalation in relation to the air pressure of the outside atmosphere and negative during inhalation in relation to the air pressure of the outside atmosphere.

Permissible exposure limit (PEL): the Contractor shall ensure that no employee is exposed to an airborne fiber concentration of asbestos/lead in excess of 0.1 f/cc of air as an eight (8) hour time-weighted average (TWA) in accordance with 29 CFR Part 1926.

Personal Monitoring: Sampling of the Asbestos/LBP/Hazardous Material fiber concentrations within the breathing zone of an employee.
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Pressure Differential and Ventilation System: A local exhaust system, utilizing HEPA filtration capable of maintaining a pressure differential with the inside of the Work Area at a lower pressure than any adjacent area, and which cleans recirculated air or generates a constant air flow from adjacent areas into the Work Area.

Protection Factor: The ratio of the ambient concentration of an airborne substance to the concentration of the substance inside the respirator at the breathing zone of the wearer. The protection factor is a measure of the degree of protection provided by a respirator to the wearer.

Regulated ACM (RACM): RACM means friable ACM, Category I Non-friable ACM that has been rendered friable, Category I ACM that will be or has been subjected to sanding, cutting, grinding, or abrading (abrasive action), or Category II Non-friable ACM that has a high probability of becoming, or has become, crumbled, pulverized, or reduced to powder by the forces expected to act on the material in the course of renovation or demolition operations. Grinding means breaking into small pieces or fragments.

Repair: Returning damaged ACBM to an undamaged condition or to an intact State so as to prevent fiber release.

Respirator: A device designed to protect the wearer from the inhalation of harmful atmospheres.

Surfactant: A chemical wetting agent added to water to improve penetration, thus reducing the quantity of water required for a given operation or area.

Time Weighted Average (TWA): The average concentration of a contaminant in air during a specific time period.

Visible Emissions: Any emissions, coming from RACM, ACM, or ACM waste material, which is visually detectable without the aid of instruments. This does not include condensed uncombined water vapor.

Waste Shipment Record: Means the shipping document, required to be originated and signed by the waste generator, used to track and substantiate the disposition of ACM waste.

Wet Cleaning: The process of eliminating Asbestos/LBP/Hazardous Material contamination from building surfaces and objects by using cloths, mops, or other cleaning utensils which have been dampened with amended water or diluted removal encapsulant and afterwards thoroughly decontaminated or disposed of as asbestos/lead -contaminated waste.

Work Area: The area where asbestos/lead -related work or removal operations are performed which is defined and/or isolated to prevent the spread of asbestos/lead dust, fibers or debris, and entry by unauthorized personnel. Work area is a Regulated Area as defined by 29 CFR 1926.

1.13 NOTICES:

1.13.1 U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Send proper written notification as required by USEPA National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAPS) asbestos fibers/lead dust or particles Regulations (40 CFR 61, Subpart M) to the regional Asbestos/LBP/Hazardous Material NESHAPS Contact - Reno/Demo Clerk - at least 10 working days prior to beginning any work which will directly or indirectly result in disturbance of asbestos/lead -containing materials. Post notifications at job site.

1.13.2 State and Local Agencies:
Send written notification as required by State and local regulations prior to beginning any work on Asbestos/LBP/Hazardous Material -containing materials. At least 10 working days prior to the start of work, submit appropriate notification to the New Hampshire Department of Environmental Services, Air Resource Division, 64 N. Main Street, Concord, NH 03301. Post notifications at job site.

Notify all local emergency agencies of the abatement work to be completed as required. Obtain all necessary building permits as required.
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1.13.3 Permits
All Asbestos/LBP/Hazardous Material containing waste is to be transported by an entity maintaining a current "DOT Common Hauler Permit" specifically for Asbestos/LBP/Hazardous Material-containing materials, as required for transporting of waste Asbestos/LBP/Hazardous Material-containing materials to a disposal site.

1.13.4 Licenses:
Maintain current licenses as required by applicable State and local jurisdictions for the removal, transporting, disposal or other regulated activity relative to the work of this contract. Post all worker licenses at work area entrance.

1.13.5 Posting and Filing of Regulations:
Posting and Filing of Regulations: Post all notices required by applicable federal, State and local regulations. Maintain at least one (1) copy of applicable federal, State and local regulations and standards at each job site. Post copies of the specification at the job site.

1.14 SUBMITTAL REQUIREMENTS

1.14.1 Submittal Schedule:
Submittals will be provided by the Contractor and as specified herein including (1) Preconstruction Submittal Documentation prior to start of work and (2) Project Closeout Submittals within 25 days upon completion of on-site work. Submit ongoing submittals as required herein and as specified by the State of New Hampshire and the IH Consultant. Provide at the job site a copy of all current submittal packages and related documentation. Ongoing submittals will also be submitted as required for the Pre-construction and Closeouts and may not be limited to:

- Schedule updating or modifications as needed, including description and explanations as applicable.
- Revise proposed methods of work procedures as required. Requests for revisions in work procedures must be approved by the State of New Hampshire and the IH Consultant.
- Updated notifications and permitting.
- Updated licenses and training records for all personnel at the site or for new personnel to work at the site

1.14.2 Submittal Preparation
Package and furnish each submittal appropriately and include statements detailing minor variations and limitations. Include Contractor's certification that the submittal information complies with the Contract Document and Specification requirements. Two complete copies of each submittal package shall be furnished to State of New Hampshire in accordance with the schedules stated herein.

Submittal packages shall be in a neat and orderly fashion, will include an index, and shall be compiled in the order requested herein. Clearly mark and label all sections of the submittal documents.

Do not include, as part of the Submittal Package required herein, other documents not specifically detailed herein. Additional submittal documentation to be provided by the Contractor as the Contractor deems appropriate shall be submitted as a separate supplemental submittal package and marked as such.

Submittal packages that do not meet the requirements herein may not be accepted and will be returned to the Contractor for re-submission.

By "approval" or acceptance of submittals, the State of New Hampshire and the IH Consultant do not express or claim any certification of completeness, compliance, or approval of programs and documentation, not limited to review of analytical results, historical information, and interpretations.

Contractor is solely responsible for compliance with Specification and regulatory requirements associated with the work and submittal documentation.

1.14.3 Preconstruction Submittal Documentation:
Provide the following Preconstruction Submittal Documentation prior to the start of each phase of work as indicated by IH Consultant:

- Notifications: Copies of dated EPA, State, and local notifications.
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. Waste Hauler and Landfill Permits and notifications. Submit names, address, and licenses for the waste hauler and disposal facilities.

. Names, addresses, experience, and references for any subcontractors the Contractor proposes to utilize for Work. State if any subcontractor asbestos workers or supervisors are to be used or whether only Contractor employees.

. Names and 24-hour phone numbers/pagers for Project Manager and other key personnel for the Contractor.

. List of personnel to be on-site. Copies of all company, Project Manager, and worker licenses and certifications required and in accordance with this Specification. Copies of current training certificates for workers and Project Managers.

. Report from Medical Examination: conducted within last 12 months as part of compliance with OSHA medical surveillance requirements for each worker who is to enter the Work Area.

. Notarized Certifications: Submit certification signed by an officer of the abatement contracting firm and notarized that exposure measurements, medical surveillance, and worker training records are being kept in conformance with 29 CFR 1926. Certify the dates for primary and secondary HEPA filter changes for neg. air units.

. Respiratory Protection Schedule: Submit level of respiratory protection intended for each operation required by the project. Include supporting documentation of previous exposure monitoring on a sufficient number similar project and operations in accordance with OSHA requirements. Copy of written respiratory protection program.

. Proposed schedule and phasing, containment layouts, and summary of approach and detail of any special work procedures to be used if not included or addressed in the abatement specification.

. Material Safety Data Sheets: for all materials to be used on-site not limited to encapsulants, spray adhesives, etc. Note: It is Contractor's responsibility to notify other Contractors in accordance with applicable OSHA regulations.

. Contingency Plan: Prepare a site specific contingency plan for emergencies including fire, accident, power failure, pressure differential system failure, supplied air system failure, or any other event that may require modification or abridgement of decontamination or work area isolation procedures. Include in plan specific procedures for decontamination or work area isolation. Note that nothing in this specification should impede safe exiting or providing of adequate medical attention in the event of an emergency. The emergency contingency plan must be in accordance (meet or exceed the requirements of) with applicable OSHA requirements.

. Other submittals required by the Contract Documents or as indicated by the State of New Hampshire.

1.14.4 Closeout Submittals
At a minimum, the following Closeout Submittals will be provided upon substantial completion of each phase and prior to final completion of each phase of work.

. Copies of daily logs in accordance with this specification; Copies of analytical results and calculations for all air sampling completed by the Contractor during the project. Copies of specification daily sign in sheets.

. A copy of each waste manifest and chain-of-custody form, signed by the transporter and disposal facility operator, indicating that waste was packaged and disposed of properly. Include a description of any temporary storage facilities used including, dates, times, and locations of temporary storage. Note: In accordance with NESHAPS, submit all waste manifest documentation within 35 days from transport of waste from the site (provide interim submittals during the work as needed to comply with federal regulations).

. Copy of the Pre-construction Submittals for the work. Do not submit personnel training and licensing...
1.15 AIR MONITORING:

1.15.1 Area Monitoring

Work Area Isolation: The purpose of the State of New Hampshire and the IH Consultant air monitoring is to aid in the detection of faults in the work area isolation such as:

- Contamination of areas outside the work area isolation barriers
- Failure of filtration or rupture in the differential pressure system
- Contamination of air outside the building envelop with airborne Asbestos/LBP/Hazardous Material fibers.

Should any of the above occur immediately cease Asbestos/LBP/Hazardous Material abatement activities until the fault is corrected. Do not recommence work until authorized by the IH Consultant.

IH Consultant may monitor airborne fiber counts in the Work Area. The purpose of this air monitoring will be to detect airborne Asbestos/LBP/Hazardous Material concentrations that may challenge the ability of the Work Area isolation procedures to protect the balance of the building or outside of the building from contamination by airborne fibers.

1.15.2 Clearance Air Monitoring

Work Area Clearance: To determine if the elevated airborne fiber counts encountered during abatement operations have been reduced to an acceptable level, the IH Consultant will sample and analyze air per applicable regulations and this specification.

1.15.3 Stop Action Levels:

Inside Work Area: Maintain an average airborne count in the Work Area of less than 0.10 fibers per cubic centimeter. If the fiber counts rise above this figure for any sample taken, revise work procedures to lower fiber counts. In this event, stop all work, leave pressure differential system in operation, and coordinate with the State of New Hampshire and the IH Consultant as needed.

Outside Work Area: If any air sample taken outside of the Work Area exceeds the base line concentration levels, immediately and automatically stop all work except corrective action.

If it is determined by the IH Consultant that the high reading was the result of a failure of Work Area isolation measures initiate the following actions:

- Immediately erect new critical barriers as set forth herein to isolate the affected area from the balance of the building. Erect Critical Barriers at the next existing structural isolation of the involved space (e.g. wall, ceiling, floor).
- Decontaminate the affected area in accordance with the procedures stated herein.
- Require that respiratory protection as set forth herein be worn in affected area until area is cleared for re-occupancy in accordance with the work area clearance requirements.
- Leave Critical Barriers in place until completion of work and insure that the operation of the pressure differential system in the Work Area results in a flow of air from the balance of the building into the affected area.
- If the exit from the clean room of the personnel decontamination unit enters the affected area, establish a decontamination facility consisting of a Shower Room and Changing Room as set forth herein at entry point to affected area.
- After Certification of Visual Inspection in the Work Area remove critical barriers separating the work area from the affected area. Final air samples will be taken within the entire area.

If the high reading was the result of other causes initiate corrective action as determined by the State of New Hampshire and IH Consultant.

Effect on Contract Sum: Complete corrective work with no change in the Contract Sum if high airborne fiber counts were caused by Contractor's activities. The Contract Sum and schedule will be adjusted for additional work caused by high airborne fiber counts beyond the Contractor's control.
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1.15.4 Analytical Methods:
The State of New Hampshire reserves the right to use either phase contrast microscopy (PCM) and/or
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) to analyze air samples. PCM analysis will be performed using the
NIOSH 7400 method at the job site or at an off-site laboratory. TEM will be used as the State of New
Hampshire deems necessary and for analysis of samples collected for air clearance purposes. All TEM
analysis will be performed using the analysis method set forth in the AHERA regulation 40 CFR Part 763 App. A
or as determined by IH Consultant depending on conditions of the testing and work.

1.15.5 Schedule of Air Samples:
Prior to the start of work: The IH Consultant may collect air samples to establish a base line before start of
work. Base line is an action level expressed in fibers per cubic centimeter that is twenty-five percent greater
than the largest of the following:
- Average of the PCM samples collected outside each Work Area
- Average of the PCM samples collected outside the building
- 0.01 fibers per cubic centimeter

Daily: From start of work involving Temporary Enclosures through the work of Project Decontamination, IH
Consultant may be collecting samples on a regular basis. Sampling will be completed inside and outside of
the work area.
- At HEPA Exhaust areas
- Non work-area portions of the building adjacent to Critical Barriers
- At entrance to the Decontamination Unit Clean Room
- At least one sample outside the building
- Adjacent occupied areas of the building

Clearances: See the Air Clearance Requirements.

1.15.6 Laboratory Testing:
The services of a testing laboratory will be employed by the State of New Hampshire or the IH Consultant to
perform laboratory analyses of the air samples. A microscope and technician will be set up at the job site, or
samples will be sent overnight on a daily basis, so that verbal reports on air samples (PCM analysis) can be
obtained within 24 hours. The Contractor will have access to all air monitoring tests and results. Results of all
air monitoring tests will be available at the job site on a daily basis. Also see the requirements for air
clearance testing. TEM sample analysis may take longer than 24 hours.

1.15.7 OSHA Monitoring and Additional Testing:
Additional Testing: The Contractor may conduct his own air monitoring and laboratory testing. If he elects to
do this the cost of such air monitoring and laboratory testing shall be at no additional cost to the State of
New Hampshire.

OSHA Compliance Monitoring: Contractor must provide for collection and laboratory analysis services of
Contractor's OSHA personal exposure samples, including daily TWA and STEL monitoring.

1.16 TEMPORARY FACILITIES
General: Provide temporary connection to existing building utilities or provide temporary facilities as required
herein or as necessary to carry out the work. The State of New Hampshire must approve all connections to
utilities and facility components. Provide temporary portable water and power sources for all exterior work
as indicated and coordinated with the State of New Hampshire.

1.16.1 Water Service:
Temporary Water Service Connection: All connections to the State of New Hampshire’s water system shall
include back-flow protection. Valves shall be temperature and pressure rated for operation of the
temperatures and pressures encountered. After completion of use, connections and fittings shall be
removed without damage or alteration to existing water piping and equipment. Leaking or dripping valves,
on fresh water supply lines outside the work area only, shall be piped to the nearest drain or located over an
existing sink or grade where water will not damage existing finishes or equipment.

Water Hoses: Employ heavy-duty abrasion-resistant hoses with a pressure rating greater than the maximum
pressure of the water distribution system to provide water into each work area and to each

Decontamination Unit. Provide fittings as required to allow for connection to existing wall hydrants or spouts, as well as temporary water heating equipment, branch piping, showers, shut-off nozzles and equipment.

Hot Water: as approved by the State of New Hampshire, may be secured from the building hot water system, provided back-flow protection is installed at point of connection as described in this section under Temporary Water Service connection, and if authorized in writing by the State of New Hampshire.

1.16.2 Electrical Service:
General: Comply with applicable OSHA, NEMA, NECA and UL standards and governing regulations for materials and layout of temporary electric service. Provide temporary power panels and extensions as required. Ground Fault Protection: Equip all circuits for any purpose entering Work Area with ground fault circuit interrupters (GFCI). Locate GFCI’s exterior to Work Area so that all circuits are protected prior to entry to Work Area. Provide circuit breaker type ground fault circuit interrupters (GFCI) equipped with test button and reset switch for all circuits to be used for any purpose in work area, decontamination units, exterior, or as otherwise required by national electrical code, OSHA or other authority. Locate in panel exterior to Work Area.

Electrical Power Cords: Use only grounded extension cords; use "hard-service" cords where exposed to abrasion and traffic. Use single lengths or use waterproof connectors to connect separate lengths of electric cords, if single lengths will not reach areas of work. Provide sufficient power cords to complete the Work and for the IH Consultant to use as required for the performance of air monitoring and clearance testing.

Voltage Differences: Provide identification warning signs at power outlets that are other than 110-120 volt power. Provide polarized outlets for plug-in type outlets, to prevent insertion of 110-120 volt plugs into higher voltage outlets. Dry type transformers shall be provided where required to provide voltages necessary for work operations.

Lamps and Light Fixtures: Provide general service incandescent lamps or fluorescent lamps of wattage indicated or required for adequate illumination as required by the work or this section. Protect lamps with guard cages or tempered glass enclosures, where fixtures are exposed to breakage by construction operations. Provide vapor tight fixtures in work area and decontamination units. Provide exterior fixtures where fixtures are exposed to the weather or moisture.

1.16.3 First Aid:
First Aid Supplies: Comply with governing regulations and recognized recommendations within the construction industry.

1.16.4 Fire Extinguishers:
Fire Extinguishers: Provide Type "A" fire extinguishers for temporary offices and similar spaces where there is minimal danger of electrical or grease-oil-flammable liquid fires. In other locations provide type "ABC" dry chemical extinguishers, or a combination of several extinguishers of NFPA recommended types for the exposures in each case.

1.16.5 Execution
General: Use qualified tradesmen for installation of temporary services and facilities. Locate temporary services and facilities where they will serve the entire project adequately and result in minimum interference with the performance of the Work. Coordinate all such work with the State of New Hampshire.

Require that tradesmen be licensed as required by local authorities.
Relocate, modify and extend services and facilities as required during the course of work so as to accommodate the entire work of the project.

1.17 Pressure Differential and Air Circulation System

A. Continuously monitor and record the pressure differential between the Work Area and the building outside of the Work Area. Maintain accurate records of time and locations of testing on-site and in daily logs.

B. HEPA Filtered Fan Units: Supply the required number of HEPA filtered fan units to the site in accordance with specifications. Units must meet the requirements of all applicable regulations and standards.
1.18 WORKER PROTECTION
Comply with respiratory protection requirements as specified in this specification and applicable regulations. Provide worker protection as required by the most stringent OSHA and/or EPA regulations and industry standards applicable to the work. The following procedures are minimums to be adhered to regardless of fiber count in the Work Area.

1.18.1 Worker Training:
AHERA Accreditation: All workers are to be accredited as Abatement Workers as required by the AHERA regulation 40 CFR 763 Appendix C to Subpart E, April 30, 1987. All training must be current. Workers that have training that expires during the work must either renew the training or must not be allowed to continue work until refresher training certification is provided.

All removal of thermal systems insulation is OSHA Class 1 Asbestos/LBP/Hazardous Material work and shall be completed in strict accordance with 29 CFR Part 1926.1101. Recent EPA regulations and interpretations of certain non friable ACBM, such as floor tile and mastic, define it as Category I non friable ACM. However, Category I non friable ACM that will be or has been subjected to sanding, grinding, cutting, or abrading is defined as Regulated ACM. The EPA NESHAPs regulation defines grinding as breaking into small pieces. In addition, OSHA defines ACM flooring abatement as Class II asbestos work. As such all flooring work must be completed in accordance with 29 CFR 1926.1101.

Train, in accordance with NESHAPs and 29 CFR 1926, all supervisors and workers in the dangers inherent in handling Asbestos/LBP/Hazardous Material and breathing asbestos/lead dust, in proper work procedures and personal and area protective measures, confined space, and other hazards anticipated during the work. All workers and supervisors must be licensed and certified as required by New Hampshire Admin. Rule Env-A 1800 or current version and other applicable State regulations. All workers must have adequate experience completing similar projects in accordance with New Hampshire and federal rules and regulations.

Train all workers in accordance with 29 CFR Part 1926 on the workplace hazards present at the site, including but not limited to confined space entry, lock-out/tag-out, hazard communication, fall hazards, and other general construction hazards anticipated for the work.

1.18.2 Medical Examinations:
Provide medical examinations for all workers who may encounter an airborne fiber level of 0.1 f/cc or greater for an 8 hour Time Weighted Average. In the absence of specific airborne fiber data provide medical examinations for all workers who will enter the Work Area for any reason. Examination shall as a minimum meet OSHA requirements as set forth in 29 CFR 1926 and 29 CFR 1910.20. In addition, provide an evaluation of the individual’s ability to work in environments capable of producing heat stress in the worker.

1.18.3 Protective Clothing:
Coveralls: Provide cloth full-body coveralls and hats, and require that they be worn by all workers in the Work Area. Require that workers change out of coverall in the Equipment Room of the Personnel Decontamination Unit. Dispose of coverall as Asbestos/LBP/Hazardous Material waste at completion of all work.

Other: Provide other personal protective equipment as required by OSHA regulations and industry standards, not limited to: hard hats, eye protective (goggles), gloves, fall safety, and footwear.

1.18.4 Entering Work Area:
Each time Work Area is entered, remove all street clothes in the changing (clean) room of the personnel decontamination unit and put on new disposable coverall, new head cover, and a clean respirator. Proceed through shower room to equipment room and put on work boots. Only properly licensed/certified personnel shall enter the decontamination unit and work area. All personnel entering the work area must post their State license at the decontamination unit entrance.

1.18.5 Decontamination Procedures:
Require all workers to adhere to the following personal decontamination procedures whenever they leave the Work Area:
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• HEPA vacuum all gross debris from the protective clothing prior to entering the equipment room of the decontamination unit. When exiting area, remove disposable overalls, disposable head covers, and disposable footwear covers or boots in the equipment room.
• Still wearing respirators, proceed to showers. Showering is mandatory. Care must be taken to follow reasonable procedures in removing the respirator to avoid Asbestos/LBP/Hazardous Material fibers while showering. The following procedure is required as a minimum:
• Carefully wash face piece of respirator inside and out. Each worker leaving the work area must shower completely with soap and water. Rinse thoroughly. Proceed from shower to clean room and change into street clothes or into new disposable work items.

1.18.6 Within Work Area:
Require that workers NOT eat, drink, smoke, chew tobacco or gum, or apply cosmetics in the Work Area. Maintain proper use of personnel protective equipment.

1.18.7 Respiratory Protection:
Provide sufficient respiratory protection in accordance with applicable OSHA requirements in addition to ANSI, NIOSH, and MSHA standards. Select proper level of protection based on personnel exposure monitoring and the applicable OSHA Permissible Exposure Limits.

Instruct and train each worker involved in Asbestos/LBP/Hazardous Material abatement or maintenance and repair of asbestos/lead-containing materials in proper respiratory use and require that each worker always wear a respirator, properly fitted on the face in the Work Area from the start of any operation which may cause airborne asbestos/lead fibers until the Work Area is completely decontaminated. Use respiratory protection appropriate for the fiber level encountered and as required for other toxic or oxygen-deficient situations encountered.

Except to the extent that more stringent requirements are written directly into the Contract Documents, the following regulations and standards have the same force and effect (and are made a part of the Contract Documents by reference) as if copied directly into the Contract Documents, or as if published copies were bound herewith. Where there is a conflict in requirements set forth in these regulations and standards, meet the more stringent requirement.

OSHA - U.S. Department of Labor Occupational Safety and Health Administration, Safety and Health Standards 29 CFR 1910, Section 1001 and Section 1910.134. 29 CFR 1926.


NIOSH - National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health

MSHA - Mine Safety and Health Administration

Respiratory Protection: Provide sufficient respiratory protection in accordance with applicable OSHA requirements in addition to ANSI and NIOSH standards. Select proper level of protection based on personnel exposure monitoring and the applicable OSHA Permissible Exposure Limits. Require that respiratory protection be used at all times that there is any possibility of disturbance of Asbestos/LBP/Hazardous Material-containing materials whether intentional or accidental.

Require that a respirator be worn by anyone in a Work Area at all times, regardless of activity, until the area has been cleared for re-occupancy.

Regardless of Airborne Fiber Levels: The minimum level of respiratory protection used must be half-face negative pressure respirator with high efficiency filters during pre-cleaning and abatement of no friable ACBM and PAPR’s during abatement of friable ACBM. Provide and complete all necessary fit testing for respiratory protection in strict accordance with applicable OSHA regulations.

In the event that applicable OSHA PEL’s (8-hour TWA and 30-minute STEL) are exceeded, stop work. Do not recommence work until work procedures, including use of engineering controls, are modified to maintain
exposures within the acceptable PEL’s.

1.19 TEMPORARY ENCLOSURES
Work areas are to be considered contaminated during the work and shall be completely isolated from other parts of the building such that fibers cannot pass through or beyond the perimeters of the work area and into non work areas. Should areas beyond the work area become contaminated with Asbestos/LBP/Hazardous Material as a result of the Contractor’s work, the Contractor shall be responsible for cleaning non-work areas as required. All costs including cleaning, decontaminating, monitoring and testing shall be borne by the Contractor.

Contractor shall construct temporary containment enclosures in each work area as required in the Contract Documents and as required by the State of New Hampshire or the IC Consultant. Prior to proceeding with work of each of the following Specification Sections, coordinate and complete inspections of the work in progress with the IH Consultant as indicated and requested by the State of New Hampshire and the IH Consultant. Proceed with work sequentially as listed or indicated.

Prior to conducting pre-cleaning work, completely isolate the Work Area from other parts of the building so as prevents Asbestos/LBP/Hazardous Material-containing dust or debris from passing beyond the isolated area. Should the area beyond the Work Area(s) become contaminated with Asbestos/LBP/Hazardous Material-containing dust or debris as a consequence of the work, clean those areas in accordance with the decontamination and cleaning procedures indicated in this Specification. Perform all such required cleaning or decontamination at no additional cost to the State of New Hampshire.

Place all tools, scaffolding, staging, etc. necessary for the work in the area to be isolated prior to completion of Work Area isolation. The State of New Hampshire and/or the State of New Hampshire’s representative will remove of all uncontaminated, non-fixed equipment, furniture, and other items from the Work Areas. Disable ventilating systems or any other system bringing air into or out of the Work Area. Disable system by disconnecting wires, removing circuit breakers, by lockable switch or other positive means that will prevent accidental premature restarting of equipment.

Complete all lock-out and tag-out of power and air handling systems to and within, the Work Area. Coordinate all lock-out and tag-out with the State of New Hampshire. Provide lock-out and tag-out in strict accordance of applicable OSHA regulations. Complete lock-out and tagging of all other equipment and systems as needed to complete the work in a safe manner. Coordinate with the State of New Hampshire and local fire department authorities the handling of heat and smoke detectors in the work areas, including sealing of detectors during work and removal of seals at the completion of work or shifts.

1.20 REGULATED ACM
All ACM (and ACBM) to be removed during the Work of the Contract Documents shall be handled as Regulated ACM (RACM). This is based on the types of ACBM present, conditions of the material, anticipated impact of removal and decontamination methods, and other related conditions.

1.20.1 REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS
A. Conform to applicable OSHA, EPA, NESHAPS and NHDES for regulations related to execution of the work governing material handling, safety procedures related to sampling and testing. Provide control methods appropriate for the work and in compliance with regulations for sampling of materials containing hazardous substances.
B. Obtain required permits from local, State, and federal authorities as required by regulations.
C. Do not close or obstruct egress width to any building or site exit.

1.21 EMERGENCY AND NON-EMERGENCY RESPONSE
A. If an event poses a significant and immediate threat to human health, to the environment or business operation, then the event is considered an emergency. The State will determine if an emergency exists.
B. The Contractor shall respond to a non-emergency event within a maximum of four (4) hours unless a greater time is approved by the Agency using the Contractor’s services. The State Agency will determine if a release is a non-emergency.
C. The State and Contractor shall agree to the choice of the method to be used in addressing the testing/monitoring or abatement of a site prior to commencement of the work.
D. The Contractor shall have the capability to provide a satisfactory initial response to any reported emergency petroleum release or spill in the State of New Hampshire.

E. The 24-hour manned emergency telephone number for the State of New Hampshire is 603-271-4381. The NHDES telephone number for the Waste Management Division - Spill Response & Complaint Investigation Section is 603-271-3899; (8am to 4pm, Mon- Fri.)

F. The Contractor shall maintain a 24-hour per day, 7 days per week response capability.

G. When an event occurs, the Agency contact person shall notify the Contractor by telephone, providing the best available information regarding the release. If possible, this will include the location, a brief description of the impacted area, name and contact phone number of responsible party, and a preliminary list of the resources that may be required.

H. The Contractor may be supervised by representatives of the State.

SECTION 2 – LEAD BASE PAINT – Specification

LEAD PAINT RELATED WORK

2.0 PART 1 GENERAL

Exhibit A scope of services document shall be modified by the IH Consultant to reflect the specific scope of work for each project.

The Contractor shall provide pricing to State for each requested project based on the Scope of Services document as modified by IH Consultant for the project. This work section is not intended for lead-based paint abatement activity as defined by NH Administrative Rule He-P 1600 in response to State issued abatement orders or abatement activity specific to those rules.

The work areas have or may have other regulated or hazardous materials present that are not covered in the Section within abatement project. Contractor’s OSHA-competent person shall also inspect the work place for other potential hazardous building material during the work. If encountered during the work immediately notify Owner’s Representative. Use only qualified, trained workers to properly remove, package, transport, and dispose (or recycle) of such material in strict compliance with all local, State, and Federal requirements as approved by State and as identified in the Project Scope of Work document prepared for each work request.

2.1 SUMMARY

A. Work Included: Provide labor, materials and equipment to complete the work specified of this Section including, removal and lawful transport and disposal of lead paint and hazardous lead paint waste as defined in the Scope of Services document as prepared by State and IH Consultant.

1. All work including the removal, scraping, making in-tact, characterization (any testing that may be required by disposal facility), related work tasks as identified in the Scope of Work document, and disposal of lead hazardous materials.

2. File all necessary notices, obtain all permits and licenses, and pay all governmental taxes, fees, and other costs in connection with the work. Obtain all necessary approvals of all governmental departments having jurisdiction.

3. Comply with general conditions and requirements set forth in Asbestos Abatement & Related Work Specification Section and other Project Scope of Work requirements.

B. All lead removal and other related lead impact work is to be completed in accordance with the requirements set forth herein. The scope-of-work includes the removal, transport, and disposal of designated lead-containing paint (LP) in the work areas and other related work tasks as outlined by State and Project Scope of Work document. All work is to be completed in strict accordance with applicable local, state, and federal codes and regulations and the requirements stated in this specification and Contract Documents.

2.2 REFERENCES

A. The Contractor is advised to thoroughly review the documents referenced in this Section. Strict adherence to the hazardous materials, noise, air and water pollution regulations and requirements is required.

1. Code of Federal Regulations
• 29 CFR 1910, “Occupational Safety and Health Standards” (General Industry Standards)
• 29 CFR 1910.20, “Access to Employee Exposure and Medical Records”
• 29 CFR 1910.146, “Permit Required Confined Space”
• 29 CFR 1926, Construction Industry Standards
• 29 CFR 1926.62 “Lead-Construction”
• 40 CFR 117, “Determination of Reportable Quantities for Hazardous Substances”
• 40 CFR 122, EPA Administered Program: National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System”
• 40 CFR 172, “Hazardous Waste Transportation”
• 40 CFR 262, “Standards Applicable to Generators of Hazardous Waste”
• 40 CFR 263, “Standards Applicable to Transporters of Hazardous Waste”
• 40 CFR 268, “Land Disposal Restrictions”
• 40 CFR Part 745, EPA Lead Renovation, Repair and Painting (RRP) Rule
• 49 CFR 178, “Specifications for Packaging”

2. Occupational Safety and Health Administration OSHA Booklet 3126 “Working with Lead in the Construction Industry”.
5. Steel Structures Painting Council
6. State of New Hampshire Public Health Services, NH Administrative Rule He-P 1600; Solid Waste Rules, N.H. Administrative Rules Ch. Env-Wm 400 and 500; all other applicable state rules, regulations, and statutes not limited to NH RSA 149-M and 147-A.

B. Local Town, City or County bylaws, rules and regulations

2.3 SUBMITTALS
A. Prior to removal of hazardous materials, submit a Lead Work Plan and Hazardous Waste Handling Plan, including identification of the proposed waste hauler and disposal facility with copies of all applicable licenses, registrations and approvals.
B. Provide a detailed plan describing methods of removal, repair and disposal of the lead waste.
C. Provide copies of all worker certifications associated with OSHA 40 Hour Hazardous Waste Site Health and Safety Training in accordance with 29 CFR 1910.120.
D. Prepare and maintain at the work area a daily log documenting the dates and time of but not limited to, the following items: progress of work, daily inspections and results, quantity of waste generated each day, waste and other test results, list of all workers and visitors to site, waste removed from site, and other related documentation of work site conditions as applicable. Provide copy of daily log with close out submittals.
E. After completion of lead disturbance activity provide a final report and close out submittals documenting removal, other related activity, transportation and disposal activities. This shall include copies of manifests, shipping slips, daily logs, permits and licenses for this project. Provide final report and close out submittals within 25 calendar days of completion of site work.

2.4 POTENTIAL LEAD HAZARD
A. Work involving lead-containing components, as indicated in the lead removal specification, may generate lead dust and debris, and could therefore pose a potential health hazard to both workers and other building occupants. Because lead is a cumulative and persistent toxic substance and because lead-caused health effects may result from low levels of exposure over prolonged periods of time, engineering controls and good work practices must be used to minimize employee exposure to lead. Therefore, workers must be made to realize the seriousness of non-approved procedures and their consequences.
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B. During the course of the LP removal or other related work, if workers or other tradespeople encounter and/or disturb existing lead-containing components, then appropriate safety and worker protection measures will be taken to ensure protection from potential lead exposure. These safety measures shall include those procedures contained herein, as applicable, and any additional controls not originally necessary. Safety measures shall be in accordance with all federal, state, and local regulations. Complete, and coordinate with Owner as applicable, all communication of hazards in strict accordance with 29 CFR 1926 and other applicable State and federal regulations for lead, asbestos, PCB, mercury, fluorescent light bulbs, and other anticipated hazards. The Contractor shall coordinate with the Owner and the IH Consultant to review all existing inspection records and testing results as needed.

2.5 PRODUCTS

2.5.1 PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT

A. Provide health and safety equipment required to protect workers and to comply with the Health and Safety Plan.

2.5.2 DRUMS

A. Provide DOT approved drums and other suitable containers for the disposal of specified materials and waste generated during the work.

2.6 EXECUTION

2.6.1 HAZARDOUS MATERIALS/WASTE

A. All hazardous materials shall be characterized and disposed of in accordance with applicable regulations. Disposal manifests shall be provided for all waste disposal.

B. Workers who handle hazardous materials shall be licensed and trained in safe and proper hazardous materials handling procedures. At a minimum, this shall include OSHA 40 Hour Hazardous Waste Site Health and Safety Training in accordance with 29 CFR 1910.120.

C. Any hazardous materials containers in poor condition shall be removed as soon as possible.

D. Handling Hazardous Waste

1. Place waste in DOT approved containers and label the containers for transport to a licensed disposal site.
2. Use an authorized hazardous waste transporter to haul waste to a hazardous waste facility.
3. Follow all record keeping, chain-of-custody and reporting requirements including a copy of the hazardous waste manifest.
4. Accurately measure and weigh the volume of each container or load of waste removed from the site. Submit records of waste volumes to OWNER and IH CONSULTANT.
5. Special attention shall be given to the time of storage, amount of material stored at any one time, use of proper containers and personnel training.
6. Paint debris shall not be placed on the unprotected ground and shall be shielded to prevent dispersion of the debris by wind or rain water.
7. Provide appropriate notifications to regulatory agencies if there is a release to the environment exceeding the CERCLA reporting requirements (e.g. lead —1 pound).
8. Any evidence of improper storage shall be cause for immediate shutdown of the project until corrective action is taken.
9. Provide legal transportation of the waste to the disposal landfill, and complete or obtain all required licenses, manifests, landfill slips, or other forms. Copies of all forms or licenses, and the signed original of the Waste Manifest for each waste load, shall be provided to State.

2.7 LEAD BASE PAINT

A. Lead paint is or may be present on many surfaces throughout the work areas. Obtain copies of existing test and survey reports from State. Conduct additional work site review for other potential hazards and LP that may be impacted by work pursuant to OSHA CFR 1926. Any Contractor whose activities may generate leaded dust or impact a leaded surface shall be responsible for regulating his work area so that dust migration is contained properly within the regulated area. Once the work is complete, the
same Contractor shall be responsible for the proper clean-up and disposal of leaded dust and materials.

B. Protect all building surfaces not scheduled to undergo removal or other related work in the work areas and surrounding areas as necessary to prevent any damage.

C. Install polyethylene sheeting to cover building surfaces in the work and as critical barriers to separate and completely isolate the work area from non-work areas and outside areas.

D. Install negative air pressure differential air ventilation units equipped with high efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filters. Located within work area to provide sufficient negative pressure, work area ventilation, and air filtration as described in the Asbestos Abatement & Related Work Specification Section. Vent all HEPA filter negative air machines to outside building air.

E. Provide personnel and equipment decontamination units contiguous to the work area as described in the Asbestos Abatement & Related Work Specification Section. All site personnel and equipment shall enter and exit the work area through the decontamination unit and undergo full decontamination.

F. Thoroughly wet mist lead paint prior to and during scraping, disturbance and/or removal to reduce lead dust dispersal into the air. Maintain materials as adequately wetted during work. Accomplish wetting by a fine spray (mist) of water. Do not allow water to build up, be excessive or to migrate from work area. As material or debris is removed, simultaneously pack material into appropriate lined disposal drums. Clean outside and move to the equipment decontamination unit for further cleaning, storage and disposal.

G. Lead paint repair, removal, clean-up and other related work procedures shall comply with work procedures as set forth in the EPA’s Lead Removal, Repair and Painting (RRP) Rule.

H. For work areas without full removal of all lead paint, Contractor shall remove loose, flaking and peeling paint from the interior walls, floors and ceiling surfaces in the work areas. Clean up and drum lead paint utilizing wet methods and negative air filtration. Test debris via TCLP methods to determine proper waste stream or treat as hazardous and dispose of in accordance with applicable hazardous waste regulations.

I. For work areas with full removal of LP, Contractor shall remove all LP from substrate and work area surfaces using appropriate methods to be proposed by Contractor. Contractor shall submit proposed LP removal work plan detailing the removal process. Paint removal processes shall minimize contamination of work areas with lead-contaminated dust or other lead-contaminated debris/waste.

J. In areas where lead based paint is co-mingled with asbestos debris Contractor shall remove paint chips from asbestos debris to the extent feasible and dispose asbestos debris as asbestos waste. Treat any other asbestos debris that cannot be separated from the lead debris as hazardous waste. Contractor must provide documentation that the hazardous waste disposal site has been informed of the potential for asbestos waste co-mingled with lead waste and said disposal site is capable of handling such wastes.

K. Contractor shall perform on going and clearance work area inspections as needed to ensure compliance with this Section and the EPA RRP rule. IH Consultant will also perform clearance testing following completion of Contractor’s work and clean-up efforts. IH Consultant shall perform final dust wipe and air sampling. Final cleaning and testing criteria for each LP work area shall be as set forth in the EPA’s RRP Rule and current state and federal guidelines for lead paint as follows:

1. Visual inspection of surfaces shows no visible paint remaining on substrates
2. Visible dust or paint debris present
3. Airborne concentrations of lead have been reduced to below 1.5 micrograms per cubic meter (ug/m3), and
4. Surface dust wipe samples must meet the US EPA and US Department of Housing and Development Guidelines for the Evaluation and Control of Lead Based Paint Hazards in Housing clearance standard for dust (most current versions at time of work).

SECTION 3 – PRODUCTS

3.0 RELATED DOCUMENTS
General provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary Conditions and other Division 2 Abatement Specification Sections, apply to the work of each of this Section.

3.1 PRODUCTS
Provide new or used materials and equipment that are undamaged and in serviceable condition. Provide
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only materials and equipment that are recognized as being suitable for the intended use and in strict compliance with appropriate standards. Do not bring products, materials, and equipment to the State of New Hampshire’s site or State of New Hampshire work areas that are damaged or contain construction or potential contaminated debris.

Warning Signs, Caution Signs and Demarcation: Provide all demarcation, warning signs, caution signs, and other postings required for the work and in accordance with State and federal codes and regulations.

Polyethylene Sheet: Provide single polyethylene film in the largest sheet size possible to minimize seams, in 6.0mil thickness, clear or black as indicated.

Duct Tape: Provide duct tape in 3" widths with an adhesive which is formulated to stick aggressively to sheet polyethylene.

Spray Cement: Provide spray adhesive in aerosol cans which is specifically formulated to stick tenaciously to sheet polyethylene.

Foam Pack: Provide foam pack for sealing small crevices and cracks at critical barriers as required. All foam packs must be approved by the State of New Hampshire and local authorities, not limited to the Fire Department.

Scaffolding: Provide all scaffolding, ladders and/or staging, etc. as necessary to accomplish the work of this contract. Scaffolding may be of suspension type or standing type such as metal tube and coupler, tubular welded frame, pole or outrigger type or cantilever type. The type, erection and use of all scaffolding shall comply with all applicable OSHA provisions.

- Equip rungs of all metal ladders, etc. with an abrasive non-slip surface.
- Provide a nonskid surface on all scaffold surfaces subject to foot traffic.

First Aid Supplies: Comply with governing regulations and recognized recommendations within the construction industry.

Fire Extinguishers: Provide Type "A" fire extinguishers for temporary offices and similar spaces where there is minimal danger of electrical or grease-oil-flammable liquid fires. In other locations provide type "ABC" dry chemical extinguishers, or a combination of several extinguishers of NFPA recommended types for the exposures in each case.

Wetting Materials: For wetting prior to disturbance of Asbestos/lead -Containing Materials use either amended water or a removal encapsulant:

Amended Water: Provide water to which a surfactant has been added. Use a mixture of surfactant and water which results in wetting of the Asbestos/lead -Containing Material and retardation of fiber release during disturbance of the material equal to or greater than that provided by the use of one ounce of a surfactant consisting of 50%polyoxyethylene ester and 50%polyoxyethylene ether mixed with five gallons of water.

Disposal Bags: Provide 6 mil thick leak-tight polyethylene bags labeled as required by applicable sections of this Specification and federal and State regulations.

Fiberboard Drums of Equivalent: Provide sufficient quantity of fiber board drums or equivalent (as determined by IH Consultant) for packaging of wire mesh and other contaminated materials with sharp or rough edges.

Disposal Bag/Container Labels and Signs: Provide leak-tight waste bags or containers for disposal of Asbestos/LBP/Hazardous Material -containing materials with labels in accordance with OSHA, EPA, and the latest revisions to the US Department of Transportation requirements, not limited to material identification number (#NA2212), material packaging group (PGIII), and labels. Waming labels will also include:

Legend: DANGER
CONTAINS ASBESTOS FIBERS/LEAD DUST OR PARTICLES FIBERS
AVOID CREATING DUST
CANCER AND LUNG DISEASE HAZARD
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In accordance with NESHAPS, label each waste bag with the name of the waste generator and address where the material was generated. Include the Contractor name and address on each label also. Attach label in a sufficient manner such that they are properly sealed to or on the containers.

Label all waste bags, containers, and transport vehicles as required by applicable U.S. Department of Transportation Rules and Regulations.

Coveralls: Provide disposable full-body coveralls and head covers in accordance with State and federal regulations. Provide a sufficient number for all required changes, for all workers in the Work Area. Provide sufficient number for use by IH Consultant.

Other PPE: Provide other personal protective equipment as required by OSHA regulations and industry standards, not limited to: hard hats, eye protectives, gloves, and footwear.

Respiratory Protection: Provide respiratory protection in strict accordance with ANSI Z88.2 - 1992 "Practices for Respiratory Protection" and 29 CFR 1926 and 1910.134. The respirators will be sanitized and maintained in accordance with manufacturer’s specifications and recommendations. Provide sufficient respiratory protection based on applicable ANSI, NIOSH, and MSHA standards. Select proper level of protection based on personnel exposure monitoring and the applicable OSHA Permissible Exposure Limits. Use only respirators and filter that are NIOSH-approved for use with Asbestos/LBP/Hazardous Material and other atmospheres anticipated during the work.

Solvents: Provide appropriate solvent materials to aid in the removal of flooring materials and mastics. Such materials should be "low-odor" rated and all MSDS's shall be submitted to the State of New Hampshire for approval prior to storing or using such materials at the job site. Contractor is solely responsible for all environmental and worker protection precautions required for the safe use, clean-up, and disposal of such materials. Additional air testing (area and personal exposure monitoring) must be completed by the Contractor (at no additional cost to the State of New Hampshire) depending on the solvents to be used and as necessary to ensure a safe environment for site workers and adjacent public. Assure compatibility with replacement materials prior to installation of solvents. Note: Charcoal pre-filters will be required on all HEPA exhaust/filter equipment during use of solvents.

Construction Materials: Provide other construction materials such as plywood, strapping, studs, other related abatement materials, etc., as required to complete the work in accordance with this Specification. All necessary testing and monitoring equipment as applicable to complete work, including but not limited to gas detection equipment, manometers, exposure sampling equipment.

3.1.1 PRESSURE DIFFERENTIAL AND FILTRATION - interior work areas only:
General: Supply the required number of HEPA filtered fan units to the site in accordance with this Specification. Use units that meet the following requirements. Provide certification of filter change dates.

Cabinet: Constructed of durable materials able to withstand damage from rough handling and transportation. The width of the cabinet should be less than 30 inches to fit through standard-size doorways. Provide units whose cabinets are:

- Factory-sealed to prevent Asbestos/LBP/Hazardous Material-containing dust from being released during use, transport, or maintenance
- Arranged to provide access to and replacement of all air filters from intake end
- Mounted on casters or wheels

Fans: Rate capacity of fan according to usable air-moving capacity under actual operating conditions.

HEPA Filters: Provide units whose final filter is the HEPA type with the filter media (folded into closely pleated panels) completely sealed on all edges with a structurally rigid frame. Certify most recent dates for filter changes and approximate hours of usage.

Provide units with a continuous rubber gasket located between the filter and the filter housing to form a tight seal.
Provide HEPA filters that are individually tested and certified by the manufacturer to have an efficiency of not less than 99.97 percent when challenged with 0.3 um dioctylphthalate (DOP) particles when tested in accordance with Military Standard Number 282 and Army Instruction Manual 136-300-175A. Provide filters that bear a UL586 label to indicate ability to perform under specified conditions.

Provide filters that are marked with: the name of the manufacturer, serial number, air flow rating, efficiency and resistance, and the direction of test air flow.

Pre-filters, which protect the final filter by removing the larger particles, are required to prolong the operating life of the HEPA filter. Two stages of pre-filtration are required. Provide units with the following pre-filters:

First-stage pre-filter: low-efficiency type (e.g., for particles 100 um and larger)
Second-stage (or intermediate) filter: medium efficiency (e.g. effective for particles down to 5 um)

Provide units with pre-filters and intermediate filters installed either on or in the intake grid of the unit and held in place with special housings or clamps.

Provide appropriate charcoal pre-filters during all work involving use of solvents to minimize odors. Allow HEPA units to run for a sufficient period of time after use of solvents to allow for adequate number of air changes and filtration.

Instrumentation: Provide units equipped with:

- Magnehelic gauge or manometer to measure the pressure drop across filters and indicate when filters have become loaded and need to be changed
- A table indicating the usable air-handling capacity for various static pressure readings on the Magnehelic gauge affixed near the gauge for reference, or the
- Magnehelic reading indicating at what point the filters should be changed, noting Cubic Feet per Minute (CFM) air delivery at that point
- Elapsed time meter to show the total accumulated hours of operation

Safety and Warning Devices: Provide units with the following safety and warning devices:

Electrical (or mechanical) lockout to prevent fan from operating without a HEPA filter
Automatic shutdown system to stop fan in the event of a rupture in the HEPA filter or blocked air discharge
Warning lights to indicate normal operation (green), too high a pressure drop across the filters (i.e., filter overloading) (yellow), and too low of a pressure drop (i.e., rupture in HEPA filter or obstructed discharge)
Audible alarm if unit shuts down due to operation of safety systems

Electrical components: Provide units with electrical components approved by the National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA) and Underwriter's Laboratories (UL). Each unit is to be equipped with overload protection sized for the equipment. The motor, fan, fan housing, and cabinet are to be grounded.

Monitoring: Continuously monitor and record the pressure differential between the Work Area and the building outside of the Work Area. Maintain accurate records of time and locations of testing on-site and in daily logs.

**3.2 AUXILIARY GENERATOR**

As deemed necessary by Contractor's OSHA Asbestos/LBP/Hazardous Material - competent person, provide a gasoline-powered self-starting generator with a capacity adequate to power a minimum of 50% of the HEPA filtered fan units in operation at any time during the work as needed for emergency use and backup.

**SECTION 4 - EXECUTION**

**4.0 RELATED DOCUMENTS**

General provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary Conditions and other Division 2 Abatement Specification Sections, apply to the work of this Section.

**4.1 TEMPORARY ENCLOSURES**
4.1.1 Control Access:
Isolate the Work Area to prevent entry by building occupants and the public into Work Area or surrounding controlled areas. Notify the State of New Hampshire of all doors and other openings that must be secured to isolate Work Area. Access to stairwells and building exits must be maintained as indicated by the State of New Hampshire and State of New Hampshire’s representatives. Construct work area containments and isolation barriers as required allowing for State of New Hampshire operations and as approved by the State of New Hampshire and State of New Hampshire’s representatives.

Secured Access: Arrange Work Area so that the only access into Work Area is through securable doors to personnel and equipment decontamination units.

Solid Construction Barriers: Provide solid construction barriers as indicated by the State of New Hampshire to prohibit unauthorized access and visibility by adjacent occupants and public. At a minimum provide solid barriers as necessary to isolate all work areas with abatement activity that is conducted during periods of operation.
Provide Warning Signs at each door and barrier leading to Work Area reading as follows:

LEGEND  DANGER
KEEP OUT
BEYOND THIS POINT
CONSTRUCTION WORK
IN PROGRESS

Immediately inside door (leading to Work Area) and outside all accessible critical barriers post an manufactured caution sign, approximately 20 inch by 14 inch, displaying the following legend with letter sizes and styles of a visibility required by 29 CFR 1926:

LEGEND  DANGER
ASBESTOS/LEAD
CANCER AND LUNG DISEASE HAZARD
AUTHORIZED PERSONNEL ONLY
RESPIRATORS AND PROTECTIVE CLOTHING ARE REQUIRED IN THIS AREA

4.2 Respiratory and Worker Protection:
Before proceeding beyond this point in providing Temporary Enclosures:

- Provide Worker Protection per specification and regulatory requirements
- Provide Respiratory Protection per specification and regulatory requirements
- Provide Decontamination Units per specification and regulatory requirements

4.3 Water Service:
Hot water shall be supplied at a minimum temperature of 100 F. Supply hot and cold water to the Decontamination Unit as required herein. Supply water as required for work of the project.

Maintain hose connections and outlet valves in leak-proof condition. Where finish work below an outlet might be damaged by spillage or leakage, provide a drip pan of suitable size to minimize the possibility of water damage. Drain water promptly from pans as it accumulates.

4.4 Electrical Service:
Provide all required lock out and tag out of all existing power in the work areas as required by OSHA and industry standards. Coordinate all such work and related requirements with the State of New Hampshire. Use licensed electrician in accordance with local codes and regulations for all electrical service work.

Temporary Electrical Panel: Provide temporary electrical panel as needed sized and equipped to accommodate all electrical equipment and lighting required by the work. Connect temporary panel to existing building electrical system. Protect with circuit breaker or fused disconnect. Locate temporary panel as directed by the State of New Hampshire. Protect each circuit with a GFCI of proper size located in the temporary panel. Do not use outlet type GFCI devices.

NOTE:
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Section 1.26.3 – 1.31 are applicable to Interior Building Work Areas only.

4.5 **Critical Barriers:**
Completely separate the Work Area from other portions of the building, and the outside by closing all openings with sheet plastic barriers at least 6 mil in thickness, or by sealing cracks leading out of Work Area with duct tape. Seal the perimeter of all sheet plastic barriers with duct tape or spray cement. Individually seal all ventilation openings (supply and exhaust), lighting fixtures, clocks, doorways, windows, convectors and speakers, roof exhausts, and other openings into the Work Area with duct tape alone or with polyethylene sheeting at least 6 mil in thickness, taped securely in place with duct tape. Maintain seal until all work including Project Decontamination is completed. Take care in sealing of lighting and other fixtures, as applicable, to avoid melting or burning of sheeting, as applicable.

4.6 **Pressure and Circulation in the Work Area and Decontamination Units:**
Isolate the Work Area from all adjacent areas or systems of the building with a Pressure Differential that will cause a movement of air from outside to inside at any breach in the physical isolation of the Work Area.

Relative Pressure in Work Area: Continuously maintain the work area at an air pressure that is lower than that in any surrounding space in the building, or at any location in the immediate proximity outside of the building envelope. This pressure differential when measured across any physical or critical barrier must equal or exceed a static pressure of: 0.02 inches of water. Continuously monitor and record the pressure differential between the Work Area and the building outside of the Work Area. Maintain accurate records of time and locations of testing on-site and in daily logs.

Accomplish the pressure differential by exhausting a sufficient number of HEPA filtered fan units from the work area. The number of units required will depend on machine characteristics, the seal at barriers, and required air circulation. The number of units will increase with increased make-up air or leaks into the Work Area.

4.7 **Circulation in the Work Area and Decontamination Units:**
Determine the Air circulation Requirements: Provide a fully operational air circulation system supplying a minimum of the following air circulation rate: 4 air changes per hour. Provide a minimum of two additional air units for emergency purposes.

4.8 **Exhaust System:**
Exhaust all units from the Work Area (to outside of the building) to meet air circulation requirement of this section. Vent to outside of building, unless authorized by the State of New Hampshire and the IH Consultant. Locate fan unit(s) so that makeup air enters work area primarily through decontamination facilities and traverses Work Area as much as possible. This may be accomplished by positioning the HEPA filtered fan unit(s) at a maximum distance from the worker access opening or other makeup air sources. Contractor shall be responsible for all temporary construction required to seal off exhaust penetration points for security and critical barrier purposes.

4.9 **Use of Pressure Differential and Air Circulation Systems:**
Demonstrate operation of the pressure differential system including, but not limited to, the following: plastic barriers and sheeting move lightly in toward Work Area; curtain of decontamination units move lightly in toward Work Area; noticeable movement of air through the Decontamination Unit; use smoke tube to demonstrate air movement from Clean Room through Shower Room to Equipment Room; use smoke tubes to demonstrate a definite motion of air across all areas in which work is to be performed; use a differential pressure meter or manometer to demonstrate the required pressure differential at every barrier separating the Work Area from the balance of the building, equipment, duct work or outside. Note: Provide continuous manometer measurements and printouts for all work performed adjacent to public occupied spaces if such spaces are occupied during the work.

Use of System during Abatement Operations: Start fan units before beginning work (before any asbestos/lead-containing material is or may be disturbed). After abatement work has begun, run units continuously to maintain a constant pressure differential and air circulation until decontamination of the work area is complete and the air clearance criteria has been met as required herein. Do not turn off units at the end of the work shift or when abatement operations temporarily stop. Do not shut down air pressure differential system during encapsulating procedures. Supply sufficient pre-filters to allow frequent changes.
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Start cleaning and abatement work at a location farthest from the fan units and proceed toward them. If an electric power failure occurs, immediately stop all abatement work and do not resume until power is restored and fan units are operating again. At completion of abatement work, allow fan units to run as specified under Project Decontamination requirements, to remove airborne fibers that may have been generated during abatement work and cleanup and to purge the Work Area with clean makeup air. 

When a final visual inspection of all accessible areas and the results of final air tests indicate that the area has been decontaminated, fan units may be removed from the Work Area. Before removal from the Work Area, remove and properly dispose of pre-filter, decontaminate exterior of machine and seal intake to the machine with 6 mil polyethylene to prevent environmental contamination from the filters.

4.10 Pre-Clean Work Area:
Pre-clean all work area surfaces using HEPA vacuums and wet wiping. As applicable, detach all electrical and mechanical items, such as lighting fixtures, clocks, diffusers, registers, escutcheon plates, etc. which cover any part of the surface to be worked on or which may be impacted during work. Do not complete any work that may result in disturbance to the ACM until all other work area preparations are completed. Coordinate all such work with the State of New Hampshire. Complete the following after installation of (1) critical barriers, (2) pressure differential/air filtration systems, and (3) decontamination facilities as indicated below and in other Specification Sections.

• Pre-clean all work area surfaces, fixtures, and equipment using HEPA vacuums and wet wiping.
• Seal non-removable fixtures and equipment with polyethylene sheeting. Provide a minimum of 12" of overlap, sealed with spray adhesive and duct tape on both flap ends, on all joints in the barriers. Do not damage materials and items to be covered.
• Coordinate with State of New Hampshire and the IH Consultant for the handling of any other hazard materials or conditions encountered during the work.
• PCB Ballasts: All ballasts encountered which do not have PCB-Free labels affixed to the ballast shall be handled as PCB-containing. The State of New Hampshire is to reuse lighting and fixtures. Clean, decontaminate materials of asbestos/lead and dust for reuse by the State of New Hampshire. If leaking ballasts are encountered, properly package the material and immediately notify the State of New Hampshire and the IH Consultant.
• All fluorescent light bulbs and thermostat switches in the building may contain mercury. Do not damage bulbs and switches. Save all such materials for reuse by the State of New Hampshire following decontamination by Contractor. In the event any bulbs or switches break, package, labeled, and transport materials for disposal of in accordance with current local, State, and Federal regulations as indicated by the State of New Hampshire and in accordance with Contract Documents. Provide waste manifests to the State of New Hampshire within 30 days of shipment for all fluorescent light bulbs disposed. In lieu proper hazardous waste determinations, waste shall be assumed to be hazardous and handled accordingly. Bulbs that are to be disposed are subject to applicable hazardous waste rules. Bulbs that are broken may not be recycled and must be disposed of. See below sections.
• Coordinate handling of heat and smoke detectors with the State of New Hampshire and Local Fire Department. Include written description of handling of such detection equipment and existing sprinklers in the notification to the local emergency authorities, as applicable.

4.11 Primary Barrier:
Do not install primary barriers until all work area surfaces have been pre-cleaned using wet cleaning and HEPA vacuuming.

Protect building and other surfaces in the Work Area from damage from water and high humidity or from contamination from asbestos/lead-containing debris, slurry or high airborne fiber levels by covering with a primary barrier as described below.

Primary Barrier Sheet Plastic: Protect floor surfaces with a minimum of 2 layers of 6-mil plastic sheeting on floors. Provide additional floor protection as required to prevent damage to carpets and other existing flooring surfaces to remain after construction. Protect all existing wall, ceiling (non-ACM), fixed equipment, and other building surfaces with a minimum of 1 layer of 6-mil plastic sheeting in addition to critical barrier systems as needed to protect building surfaces. For areas with flooring abatement (flooring only and removed as no friable), provide a minimum of 48" (extending up from the floor) polyethylene sheeting barrier.
as a splash-guard. For friable removal work all walls, floors, and ceilings must be covered with 6-mil sheeting.

Provide a minimum of 12" of overlap, sealed (poly-to-poly) with spray adhesive and duct tape on both flap ends, on all joints in the barriers. Extend floor sheeting up adjoining walls a minimum of 48 inches. Do not place seams at, or within 18" of any wall, ceiling, or floor joints. Stagger all joints by at least 18 inches.

Protect all existing building surfaces and fixed equipment/items, also including non-ACM insulations in the work areas, with a minimum of 2 layers of 6-mil plastic sheet as required to maintain existing conditions and to prevent contamination, water damage, or other damages due to the work. Provide a minimum of 12" of overlap, sealed with spray adhesive and duct tape on both flap ends, on all joints in the barriers.

Provide additional barriers and covering as needed to protect building surfaces from damage during work.

Provide and install transparent inspection windows in the containment barriers as indicated by the IH Consultant. Maintain inspection window clean of debris to allow for inspection of work in progress.

4.12 Ventilation Systems
Coordinate with the State of New Hampshire and/or the State of New Hampshire’s representatives, shut-down and lock-out/tag-out of all air handling equipment either in or running through the work areas. Seal all ducts and equipment with primary barriers as indicated above and in applicable Specification Sections, in addition to OSHA requirements. Isolate and shut down air systems in work area during abatement.

4.13 Stop Work:
If the Critical or Primary Barrier falls or is breached in any manner stop work immediately and repair the breach as required. Do not start work until authorized by the IH Consultant. Any contamination and/or suspect contamination, as determined by the State of New Hampshire and the IH Consultant, resulting from a breach in the barriers or other neglect by the Contractor shall be thoroughly abated in accordance with this Specification at no additional cost to the State of New Hampshire.

4.14 Decontamination Units
Provide personnel and equipment decontamination facilities and require that the personnel decontamination unit be the only means of ingress and egress for the Work Area. Require that all materials exit the Work Area through the equipment decontamination unit. Provide portable shower units, sufficient for personnel decontamination in accordance with State of New Hampshire and OSHA regulations, and cascaded filter units on drain lines from showers or any other water source carrying asbestos/lead-contaminated water from the Work Area. Provide units with disposable filter elements as indicated below. Connect so that discharged water passes primary filter and output of primary filter passes through secondary filter and final filter.

. Primary Filter - Passes particles 20 microns and smaller
. Secondary Filter - Passes particles 10 microns and smaller
. Final Filter - Passes particles 5 micron and smaller

Do not discharge filtered water unless testing and permitting has been completed as applicable in accordance with State and local requirements.

Provide a personnel decontamination unit contiguous to the Work Area consisting of a serial arrangement of connected rooms or spaces, changing (clean) room, shower room, equipment room. Require all persons without exception to pass through this decontamination unit for entry into and exiting from the Work Area for any purpose. Do not allow parallel routes for entry/exit.

Personnel decontamination units may be constructed out of wood, metal, or plastic supports as necessary. The units must be completely sealed and water-tight. A minimum of 2 layers of 6-mil polyethylene sheeting shall be installed on all interior walls and floors in the unit. Install all sheeting in the manner indicated for critical and primary barriers in this specification. Install black sheeting as necessary for privacy. Construct each section of the unit with sufficient size to adequately accommodate decontamination and other work activities.

Construct the unit such that traffic out of the Work Area proceeds (1) into the equipment room, (2) through an airlock, (3) into the shower room, (4) through an airlock, (5) into the clean room, and (6) exit the
containment system. Install air locks between the clean room, shower room, and equipment room. At a minimum, air-locks must be 24" in length. Install polyethylene sheeting in the air-locks in the same manner as noted above.

Clean Room: Do not allow any asbestos/lead -contaminated material in this room. Access is only from the non-work area (or non-containment areas) or from the shower room after complete decontamination.

Shower Room: Shower room shall contain one or more showers with proper fixtures and hot and cold water supply. Provide an adequate supply of soap, shampoo, and towels for personnel entering the work area. Collect all shower water and filter through the primary, secondary, and final filters. Provide additional protective coverings as needed to protect the building surface from water or humidity damage. Provide water source continuously and during all phases of work.

Flap Doors: Provide flap doors separating each section of the unit. Fabricate from two (2) overlapping sheets with openings a minimum of three feet (3') wide. Configure so that sheeting overlaps adjacent surfaces. Weigh sheets at bottoms as required so that they quickly close after being released. One sheet shall be secured at the top and left side, the other sheet at the top and right side.

Provide an equipment decontamination unit contiguous to the Work Area consisting of a serial arrangement of connected rooms or spaces, constructed in the manners indicated for the personnel decontamination unit. Require all materials, equipment, other contaminated items used during the work, and waste containers to exit through the equipment decontamination unit.

Clean debris and residue from inside of Decontamination Units on a daily basis. Damp wipe or hose down all surfaces after each shift change. If the clean room of the personnel decontamination unit becomes contaminated with asbestos/lead -containing debris, abandon the entire Decontamination Unit and erect a new Decontamination Unit. Use the former clean room as an inner section of the new equipment room.

Post an approximately 20 inch by 14 inch manufactured caution sign at each entrance to the Work Area displaying the following legend with letter sizes and styles of a visibility required by 29 CFR 1926:

LEGEND DANGER
ASBESTOS/LEAD
CANCER AND LUNG DISEASE HAZARD
AUTHORIZED PERSONNEL ONLY
RESPIRATORS AND PROTECTIVE CLOTHING ARE REQUIRED
IN THIS AREA

Adequately secure door to entrance of decontamination unit at the completion or each shift.

4.15 Containment Locations

Construct and install containment barriers around each work area as coordinated and indicated by the State of New Hampshire and the IH Consultant. Provide access and adequate airflow to all other areas of the building and mechanical areas. Coordinate with the State of New Hampshire the isolation of mechanical equipment to be abated during each phase of the work.

Coordinate with the State of New Hampshire and the IH Consultant (as indicated) for placement of containments within buildings to be abated to facilitate pipe renovations and tie-in’s.

All exterior containment barriers and work areas will be placed and demarcated as directed by the State of New Hampshire and the IH Consultant, and in accordance with the final State approved site plan for exterior abatement.

SECTION 5 - REMOVAL OF ASBESTOS FIBERS / LEAD DUST OR PARTICLES CONTAINING MATERIALS

The following are examples of methods to be used and types of ACM to be removed. Contractor shall conduct site work in accordance with site specific scope of work document prepared by IH Consultant for each specific project.
5.1 **Inspections:**
Prior to commencing Work of this Section, the affected Work Area(s) must pass an inspection by the IH Consultant to document that sufficient area preparations are completed. Commence with Work of this Section only after authorization is received from the IH Consultant. Maintain all work area isolation and controls during work of this section. The Contractor is responsible for conducting routine and regular inspections of surrounding areas beneath, as applicable, and adjacent to the work areas for containment breeches and leaks. The Contractor is responsible for completing any clean up and decontamination work that is necessitated due to breeches and leaks as determined by the State of New Hampshire and the IH Consultant.

5.2 **Secondary Barrier:**
Over any floors and surfaces beneath ACBM to be removed in the work areas, install as a drop cloth a clear 6-mil sheet plastic in all areas where asbestos/lead removal work is to be carried out. Completely cover floor with sheet plastic. Install Secondary Barrier at the beginning of each work shift. Install only sufficient plastic for work of that shift. Remove Secondary Barrier at end of each work shift or as work in an area is completed. Carefully pack in disposal bags.

5.3 **Other Hazardous Materials or Conditions**
Immediately notify the State of New Hampshire and the IH Consultant, and other Contractors at the site of any other hazardous or potentially hazardous materials or conditions encountered during the work. As applicable, comply with all appropriate safety procedures during Work in accordance with industry standards and all applicable OSHA regulations including but not limited to: confined space work safety procedures in accordance with 29CFR Part 1910.146; proper personal protective equipment; worker safety training and written programs per current OSHA requirements; fall protection; lockout tag out; and take precautions to avoid burns and heat stress when working in areas of hot equipment and excessive heat as applicable.

5.4 **Wet Removal – General:**
Thoroughly wet ACM to be removed or otherwise disturbed prior to disturbance, stripping and/or tooling to reduce fiber dispersal into the air. Maintain materials as adequately wetted during Work and as required by NESHAPS. Accomplish wetting by a fine spray (mist) of amended water. Saturate material sufficiently to wet to the substrate without causing excess dripping. Allow time for amended water to penetrate material and seams thoroughly. Spray material repeatedly during the work process to maintain a continuously wet condition.

Where necessary, carefully remove ACM while simultaneously spraying amended water to minimize dispersal of asbestos fibers into the air. Mist work area continuously with amended water whenever necessary to reduce airborne fiber levels. Do not allow ACM to dry out. As it is removed, simultaneously pack material into appropriate asbestos waste disposal bags/containers. For waste bags, twist neck of waste bags, bend over and seal with minimum three wraps of duct tape. Clean outside of packaging and move packaged waste to the equipment decontamination unit for further cleaning and waste re-packaging. Once in equipment decontamination unit and cleaned, repackage waste in 2nd waste bag and seal as indicated above.

Continuously clean excess water using wet wiping and HEPA vacuuming such that excess water build up on the floor and other containment surfaces does not occur and so that water does not leak or migrate outside of the work area.

Use work procedures that result in 8-hour TWA and STEL airborne fiber counts less than the required limits established by OSHA and as described herein. If airborne fiber counts exceed this level immediately mist the area with amended water to lower fiber counts and revise work practices and engineering controls to maintain level within the required limits.

5.5 **Airborne Fiber Counts:**
General: Use work procedures that result in 8-hour TWA and STEL airborne fiber counts less than the required limits established by OSHA and as described herein. If airborne fiber counts exceed this level immediately mist the area with amended water to lower fiber counts and revise work practices and engineering controls to maintain level within the required limits.

**NOTE:** The following are examples of methods to be used and types of ACM to be removed. Contractor shall conduct site work in accordance with site specific scope of work document prepared by IH Consultant for each specific project.
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5.6 Gross Removal of Tank, Breching, Boiler, Pipe and Fitting Insulation:
Coordinate shut-off and lock-out/tag-out of systems with the State. Using adequate wetting cut bands holding preformed insulation, slit jackets at seams, remove, and hand place into a disposal bag. Remove job-molded fitting insulation in chunks and hand-place to the bottom of the waste bag. Spray amended water continuously such that ACM is adequately wetted. Do not drop any material or allow material or water to fall on to the floor or other lower surfaces. Remove any residue on substrate with stiff-bristle-nylon hand brush. Place all waste directly into a waste bag by hand.

Remove fiberglass in contact with the ACM and damaged fiberglass insulation in the general vicinity of damaged ACM as asbestos fibers/lead dust or particles contaminated waste. All other non-ACM insulation shall be pre-cleaned, sealed in primary barriers and left in place unless otherwise designated by State. Cut back (and remove as asbestos/lead waste) all fiberglass insulation within 4” of ACM insulation removed.

In areas of soil/dirt floor, prior to removal and final preparation work, wet ground/floor areas with amended water. Hand-pick or HEPA vacuum gross debris from all surfaces. Fine cleaning or contaminated soil removal will be completed following abatement of insulation. Once all gross debris has been removed, install negative pressure enclosures and polyethylene sheeting drop cloths.

For boilers to be demolished as specifically indicated by State, fully disassemble and demolish entire boiler as needed to remove ACM. Properly dispose of or recycle all boiler components in accordance with local, State and federal requirements in addition to State demolition specification sections. All assumed ACM and confirmed ACM insulation, gasket, packing, brick, and other ACM within and on the boiler shall be removed using the above stated methods by the abatement Contractor.

For areas to undergo contaminated soil removal, after gross removal and final cleaning of insulation, remove drop cloths and ground/floor polyethylene sheeting in areas of soil contamination. Remove all visible debris to a minimum depth of 3” and lightly rake surface while conducting misting operations. Start from furthest point (away from decontamination unit) and do not track debris or walk from dirty areas to newly removed areas. Then inspect and rake through remaining soil areas and remove any debris. Continue process until no visible debris is present or can be brought easily to the surface. All soil generated by this process and debris will be handled, packaged, and disposed of as ACM waste.

5.7 Glovebag Removal of Pipe and Pipe Fitting Insulation:
Glovebags shall be used to remove pipe and pipe fitting insulation within negative pressure enclosures in strict accordance with 29 CFR 1926.1101 (OSHA) and other applicable regulations. Pre-clean all work areas prior to conducting removal or installation of negative pressure enclosures and polyethylene sheeting drop cloths under all pipes to be abated and along all walkways.

In areas of soil/dirt floor, prior to removal and final preparation work, wet ground/floor areas with amended water. Hand-pick or HEPA vacuum gross debris from all surfaces. Fine cleaning or contaminated soil removal will be completed following abatement of pipe insulation as indicated below. Once all gross debris has been removed, install negative pressure enclosures and polyethylene sheeting drop cloths.

Once completely sealed around the pipe to be worked on, inspect glovebag visually and using smoke testing as needed. Using adequate wetting cut bands holding preformed insulation, slit jackets at seams, remove, and hand place in a disposal bag or bottom of glovebag as applicable. Provide dedicated water supply to each glovebag during the entire removal and cleaning operation within the glovebag. Remove job-molded fitting insulation in chunks and hand place to the bottom of the glovebag. Spray amended water continuously such that ACM is adequately wetted. Do not drop any material or allow material or water to fall out of the glovebag or to fall to the floor. Remove any residue on pipe or fitting with stiff-bristle-nylon hand brush. Once all cleaning is complete, twist the glovebag with the debris at the bottom of the glovebag and seal with duct tape. Remove the glovebag, bend the top over, and then reseal the neck with duct tape.

5.8 Gross Removal of Ceiling Troweled on Surfacing Material
Spray surfacing material with a mist of amended water. Allow amended water to saturate material to substrate. With a second worker holding a waste bag below the area to be worked on, remove troweled on ceiling surfacing material in chunks and hand place into a disposal bag. Spray amended water
continuously such that ACM is adequately wetted. Do not drop any material or allow material or water to fall on to the floor or other lower surfaces. Remove any residue on substrate with stiff bristle nylon hand brush. Again, place all waste directly into a waste bag. Install wet wrap over all remaining ACBM edges.

Fully clean all dust and debris in the work area, including but not limited to suspect debris, and other dust. Horizontal surface areas immediately surrounding the troweled on ceiling surfacing material removal areas and all areas where ACBM is and was present shall be cleaned. Use wet wiping and HEPA vacuums to conduct the cleaning. Do not cause visible emission.

5.9 **Exterior Asbestos Waste Disposal Site:**
Complete removal of asbestos waste and asbestos contaminated material and soils in accordance with current State regulations and in accordance with the NH Department of Environmental Services approved ADS work plan for the work site. As applicable, coordinate all work with the heavy equipment Contractor and other operators at the site to be provided for separate from this Scope of Services. Work is to be performed by the licensed asbestos disposal site Contractor and certified asbestos disposal site workers. In accordance with the State-approved Site Specific ADS Work Plan Contractor shall complete all ADS work plan preparation and submittals, work area isolation, demarcation, establishment of work zones, permitting, notifications, recordkeeping, asbestos site work and Contractor shall at all times use appropriate engineering controls, wetting, appropriate ground coverings, and proper personnel and equipment decontamination. Contractor shall ensure no asbestos is released into the environment during or as a result of work operations. Contractor shall conduct asbestos related work as necessary to achieve the clearance criteria set forth for the work site in the State approved ADS work plan.

5.10 **Siding Removal**
Conduct work within exterior OSHA regulated Work area in accordance with Section 3.2. Drop cloths of 6-mil polyethylene sheeting will be placed on ground below each work area and extending out sufficiently to protect the ground from possible debris. The drop cloths and any debris generated will be disposed of as asbestos waste at the end of each work shift and following the work. Critical barriers shall be installed over windows, doors and other openings in the building. The pressboard siding panels will be removed in whole sections as much as feasible. Ensure ACM remains adequately wetted during work. The panels will be removed by removal of the trim, screws, and nails that secure the panels using wet-wiping, HEPA vacuums, and continuous misting. Immediately wet-wipe and HEPA vacuum any debris or dust. Do not break panels. All substrate and trim will be cleaned using wet wiping and HEPA vacuums. As the panels are removed, immediately package it as asbestos waste. Clean all substrate, ground surfaces, and other items in the immediate work area using wet-wiping and HEPA vacuums. Do not render panels friable.

5.11 **Gypsum Joint Compound and Textured Skim Coat Material**
Conduct work within full containment barriers as indicated in Section 3.2. Drop cloths will be placed below each work area. Drop cloths and any debris generated will be disposed of as asbestos waste following each shift and at the completion of work. Allow amended water to saturate material to substrate and ensure ACM remains adequately wetted. Use care to maintain ACM intact and do not render the material friable. Remove gypsum panels and ACM in sections with care to minimize breaking and cutting to the extent needed to remove and package manageable sections of the ACM. As the material is removed, immediately package it as asbestos waste (gypsum board and joint compound). Remove all residual ACM and backing gypsum as asbestos waste. Remove and dispose fiberglass batting or other fibrous insulation in contact with the ACM, and insulation materials that are dislodged and exposed to the work area during removal, as asbestos waste. Provide temporary support if needed and as applicable in order to remove the ACM and other ceiling material. Provide temporary mechanical supports to all fixtures, heat and smoke detectors, vents and other items attached to or above the gypsum board and ACM joint compound to be removed. Owner must approve all temporary support systems.

5.12 **Sheet Flooring (Linoleum), Floor Tile and Mastics, and Ceramic Tile Mastic:**
Ensure ACM, carpet and associated materials remains adequately wetted. Remove carpet covering ACM, as applicable, within negative pressure enclosure as indicated in Section 3.2. Carpet that has been in contact with ACM may be disposed of as general construction waste as long as no ACM or suspect debris is attached to carpet. Carpet that has ACM or suspect debris adhered to it shall be packaged and disposed of as asbestos waste. Remove cove base material in areas of flooring abatement and carpet removal (cove base mastic to remain). Heating units in the work areas will remain (remove floor tile and mastic flush to heating unit edges). Do not damage or stain heating units. The ACM will be removed by hand scrapers and will not be
allowed to dry out during removal and packaging. Do not render the materials friable and use care not to break ACM into small fragments during removal. Friable removal requires full containment barriers on all wall, floor, and ceiling surfaces. Mechanical or bead blasting methods are prohibited unless specifically approved in writing by Owner and Owner’s IH Consultant. As removed, the ACM will be simultaneously packed while still wet into corrugated boxes or burlap bags and then sealed shut. The boxes/bags will then be sealed and placed into proper disposal bags. The necks of the disposal bags will be twisted, bent over and sealed with minimum three wraps of duct tape. Caution will be used to protect the bags and wrapping from tears and rips due to sharp edges.

Coordinate with Owner as necessary to assure compatibility with replacement materials prior to installation of solvents and coordinate special cleaning efforts with Owner for replacement issues in accordance with manufacturer's guidelines and flooring industry standards. Mastic on concrete shall be removed using a suitable solvent and manual scraping/brushing, wet wiping, and HEPA vacuums. Do not use solvents on any wood or other porous substrates. Do not allow solvent to leak out of the work area or seep into floor or wall cracks, and take precautions to prevent solvent from entering cracks and/or crevices in the concrete and wall/floor joints. All waste will be packaged into appropriate waste containers. Residue on the floor will be removed with stiff-bristle-nylon hand brush. This work will be repeated until all visible debris has been removed from substrate. In areas with solvent use, as requested by the Owner, leave adequate air filtration and pressure differential systems in continuous operation for at least 24 hours after the air clearance criteria has been met to allow for ventilation of odors.

For wood substrate with ACM mastic, remove wood substrate layer that has mastic applied to it. Fully remove the substrate layer in contact with mastic, mastic and associated debris using wet methods, brushes, and HEPA vacuums. Do not use solvents on wood substrate. Do not leave any sharp protrusions, not limited to nails and screws in the floor. Provide temporary floor work surface as needed to ensure safety.

As applicable and possible, provide adequate inspection of the building spaces below areas of floor removal to detect, prevent and correct damage from liquids that escape the work area. Adequately wash all floor substrates and other building surfaces following abatement and clearance testing using an appropriate cleaner and water as needed to clean residual film and minimize residual odor. Do not damage remaining finishes and substrates and do not use excessive water. Package waste as asbestos waste.

5.13  Door, Window and Building Caulking Material

Conduct work within exterior OSHA regulated Work area in accordance with Section 3.2. Drop cloths of 6-mil polyethylene sheeting will be placed on ground below each work area and extending out sufficiently to protect the ground from possible debris. The drop cloths and any debris generated will be disposed of as asbestos waste at the end of each work shift and following the work. Protect windows, doors and other openings in the building. Ensure ACM remains adequately wetted. Remove entire window casing units intact without damaging caulk, package, and dispose of as ACM waste. Install flooring and ground area drop cloths and use adequate wetting. Use hand tools and HEPA vacuums to scrape the caulking from the substrate. Use care to prevent the material from becoming friable. Clean all caulk material that may be encountered during window or door removal from the building substrate. Coordinate with the Owner for safety and building security for areas that have entire window and/or door units removed.

The asbestos Contractor will conduct necessary inspections to ensure safe working conditions and install necessary supports, engineering controls and fall protection to allow for the safe removal of the ACM. Employee and/or general Contractor operations in the surrounding areas will also be restricted as deemed necessary by the site supervisor/OSHA competent person. Demarcate work areas to prevent access in accordance with 29 CFR 1926.1101, install ground or drop cloths, and use adequate wetting with hand tools and HEPA vacuums to scrape the caulking from the substrates. If removing windows from the exterior, install critical barriers on the inside of building over the windows to undergo removal. Use care to prevent the material from becoming friable. Clean all caulk material that may be encountered during window removal from the building substrate. Coordinate with Owner and other Contractors at the site as necessary for safety and building security for any areas that have entire window units removed in accordance with Contract Documents.

The IH Consultant will be providing representative perimeter area air monitoring during exterior ACM removal work. The acceptable perimeter air monitoring result is 0.01 f/cc.

5.14  Plaster Wall and Ceiling Materials
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Allow amended water to saturate material to substrate and ensure ACM remains adequately wetted. Remove paneling with ACM adhesive from plaster surface and properly package as ACM waste. Remove wetted plaster material using care to not create dust and immediately hand place plaster and debris in 6 mil plastic disposal bags or other appropriate asbestos waste packaging. Minimize dropping or falling material as much as feasible. Remove asbestos containing material in a gradual manner, with continuous application of the amended water in such a manner that no asbestos material is disturbed prior to being adequately wetted. Fully remove and properly package all wire and wood lath adhered to the plaster as asbestos waste. At no time shall asbestos material and debris be allowed to accumulate on work area surfaces or become dry. HEPA vacuum and wet clean all surfaces in the work area until surfaces are completely free of visible debris and dust. All layers of plaster material will be fully removed from the wood, brick or block wall substrate. Provide pre-packaging with corrugated boxes or suitable material as necessary to prevent tearing of waste bags.

5.15 Roofing Material
Coordinate with State and other Contractors at the site as applicable for phasing and work area delineation. Conduct work within exterior OSHA regulated Work area in accordance with Section 3.2. The Contractor shall install barrier tape and otherwise properly demarcated the work site areas to prevent unauthorized access in accordance with 29 CFR 1926.1101. Employee and/or general contracting operations in the surrounding areas will also be restricted as deemed necessary by the OSHA competent persons on site. The Contractor will conduct necessary inspections to ensure safe working conditions and install necessary supports, engineering controls and fall protection to allow for the safe removal of the ACM.

Install drop cloths of 6-mil polyethylene sheeting on ground and lower levels below each work area, as applicable, and extend drop cloths out sufficiently to protect the ground from possible debris. The drop cloths and any debris generated will be disposed of as asbestos waste at the end of each work shift and following the work. Install critical barriers over windows, doors and other openings in the building. Ensure ACM remains adequately wetted. All ACM roof (asphalt products, flashings, caulk, and sealants) work will be completed in accordance with current State requirements in addition to this specification and federal requirements. The ACM to be removed will be adequately wetted by the asbestos Contractor during all phases of work as required to minimize dust and visible emissions in accordance with State and federal regulations. Install critical barriers, consisting of 6-mil polyethylene sheeting, over all roof top ducts, vents or other openings in the work area. The ACM will be removed using hand tools, wetting, and, as deemed necessary by the asbestos contract, HEPA-equipped saws. Verify areas beneath roof decking are adequately sealed off to prevent debris from dislodging from roof work into attic or other building space.

The ACM and associated debris generated during the work shall be either placed into proper asbestos waste bags or sealed and labeled in two layers of 6-mil polyethylene sheeting. Care will be used to cover rough edges and prevent tearing of waste packaging. Properly packaged waste will be transported by hand, lowered to the ground, and placed within the waste dumpster to be provided by the Contractor adjacent to the work area. In the event the waste chutes are used for roofing materials, the chute system will be air-tight and chute directly to an ACM waste dumpster which is lined with a minimum of 2 layers of 10-mil polyethylene sheeting, labeled, and seal with duct tape and spray adhesives, as needed.

The IH Consultant will be providing representative perimeter area air monitoring during exterior ACM removal work. The acceptable perimeter air monitoring result is 0.01 f/cc.

5.16 Insulating Paper
Ensure proper lock out, tag-out of power. Apply suitable encapsulant to ACM in place with care to avoid overspray, and then remove ACM insulating paper material intact with care to prevent damage to the ACM. Ensure ACM remains adequately wetted. Maintain ACM as non-friable material. Place ACM insulating paper directly into asbestos waste disposal bag. Properly clean all remaining fixture surfaces.

5.17 Electrical Putty
Ensure proper lock out, tag-out of power. Apply suitable encapsulant to ACM in place with care to avoid overspray, and then remove ACM with care to keep ACM as intact as feasible. Ensure ACM remains adequately wetted. Maintain ACM as no friable material. Place ACM directly into asbestos waste disposal bag. Properly clean all remaining fixture surfaces.

5.18 Lab Top Tables, Counters, and Fume Hood Panels
Complete work area preparations and installation of negative pressure enclosures. Install polyethylene sheeting drop cloths over the floor primary barriers. Mist lab top tables with amended water. Carefully remove bolts and screws using hand tools, wet-wiping, HEPA vacuums, and continuous misting. Immediately wet-wipe and HEPA vacuum any debris or dust. Use care not to break the lab tops. As the lab tops are removed, wrap them in three separate layers of 6-mil polyethylene sheeting, sealed with duct tape and spray adhesives. Seal each layer separately and rough edges should be taped or otherwise protected to prevent tears in the waste packaging. Properly label the outside of the sheeting as an asbestos waste container as indicated in this specification and in accordance with State and federal regulations. Clean all substrate, floor surfaces, and other items in the immediate work area using wet-wiping and HEPA vacuums.

5.19 Ceramic Tile Grout
Adequately wet materials prior to and during removal or disturbance to reduce fiber dispersal into the air. Wetting will be accomplished by using a fine spray (mist) of amended water. Materials will be sprayed repeatedly during the work process to maintain a continuously wet condition. The Work Area will be misted continuously with amended water as necessary to reduce airborne fibers. Do not allow excessive water to build up on containment surfaces.

The ACM will be removed by hand scrapers and will not be allowed to dry out during removal and packaging. Do not render the materials friable and use care not to break ACM into small fragments during removal. As removed, the ACM will be simultaneously packed while still wet into corrugated boxes or burlap bags and then sealed shut. The boxes/bags will then be sealed and placed into proper disposal bags. The necks of the disposal bags will be twisted, bent over and sealed with minimum three wraps of duct tape. Caution will be used to protect the bags and wrapping from tears and rips due to sharp edges.

Provide adequate inspection of the building spaces below areas of floor removal to detect, prevent and correct damage from liquids that escape the work area. In the event the damages are anticipated or unexpected damages occur, immediately notify Owner prior to proceeding with work in the affected area.

Adequately wash all floor substrates and other building surfaces following abatement and clearance testing using an appropriate cleaner and water as needed to clean residual film and minimize residual odor. Adequately wash and dry flooring as needed to facilitate flooring replacement work to be performed by Owner. Do not damage remaining finishes and substrates and do not use excessive water.

In areas with solvent use, as requested by the Owner's Representative, leave adequate air filtration and pressure differential system in continuous operation for at least 24 hours after the clearance criteria has been met to allow for ventilation of odors.

5.20 Plaster Wall and Ceiling Materials
Coordinate with Owner for the exact delineation of plaster material to be removed. Carefully remove wetted plaster material using care to prevent damage to surrounding plaster ceiling and wall surfaces. Immediately hand place plaster and debris in 6 mil plastic disposal bags. Minimize dropping or falling material as much as feasible. Remove asbestos containing material in a gradual manner, with continuous application of the amended water in such a manner that no asbestos material is disturbed prior to being adequately wetted.

Fully remove all wire and wood lath adhered to the plaster as asbestos waste.

Provide pre-packaging with corrugated boxes or suitable material as necessary to prevent tearing of waste bags. At no time shall asbestos material and debris be allowed to accumulate on work area surfaces or become dry.

HEPA vacuum and wet clean all surfaces in the work area until surfaces are completely free of visible debris and dust. All layers of plaster material will be fully removed from the brick or block wall substrate.

Care will be used to leave smooth edges at the corners and edges of plaster to remain as applicable. A suitable asbestos encapsulant (must be approved by Owner) shall be applied to the exposed edges of plaster material to remain in the work area, as applicable.

5.21 Duct Caulk Material
Install ground or drop cloths beneath ductwork prior to start of ACM removal. Prior to removing fiberglass insulation apply suitable encapsulant over the white ACM sealant material.

Remove ACM duct caulking material using wet methods, hand tools and HEPA as necessary and use care to prevent the material from becoming friable. As removed, the ACM will be directly, simultaneously placed into asbestos waste disposal bags. The necks of the disposal bags will be twisted, bent over and sealed with minimum three wraps of duct tape. Caution will be used to protect the bags and wrapping from tears and rips due to sharp edges.

5.22 Ceiling Tile
Prior to removal of ceiling tile, carefully remove tiles along the outside perimeter of the work area containment. Inspect above ceiling for any openings extending into non work areas. Wet-wipe and HEPA vacuum any debris and surfaces extending into non work areas and then install critical and primary barriers as required. All fixtures shall be pre-cleaned and sealed with primary barriers prior to removal work. Install temporary support hangers as needed in areas of tile removal using methods approved by Owner. Commence with gross removal only after this work has been conducted.

Adequately wet ceiling tiles and surrounding areas with amended water, and allow the ACBM to absorb water such that the ACBM is adequately wet. Using a two-person team, remove tiles from grid with care to minimize breaking and immediately hand place directly into proper waste bags. Do not allow tile waste to build up on floor. Do not drop tiles to the floor. HEPA vacuum and wet wipe all surfaces above ceilings. All fiberglass insulation in contact with the ACM ceiling tile or with debris present shall be handled and disposed of as ACBM waste. Grid systems shall be HEPA vacuumed and wet wiped clean for reuse by Owner, as specified by Owner and in accordance with Contract documents. For areas that grids are to be salvaged for re-use, use care not to damage the grid systems during the work. Once gross removal is completed, the exposed walls and grid system will be wetted and brushed as necessary to remove all visible debris and then wet wiped to remove any residue. The grid system and exposed walls above the grid system will then be cleaned and encapsulated.

5.23 Transite Panel Removal
Conduct work within regulated area. Drop cloths of 6-mil polyethylene sheeting will be placed on floors below each work area, and the drop cloths and any debris generated will be disposed of as asbestos waste following the work. The transite panels will be removed in whole sections as much as feasible. The panels will be adequately wetted during the entire process. The panels will be removed by removal of the trim, screws, and nails that secure the panels using wet-wiping, HEPA vacuums, and continuous misting. Immediately wet-wipe and HEPA vacuum any debris or dust. Do not break panels. All substrate and trim will also be cleaned using wet wiping and HEPA vacuums. As the panels are removed, wrap in three separate layers of 6-mil polyethylene sheeting, seal with duct tape and spray adhesives. Seal each layer separately. Properly label the outside of the sheeting as an asbestos waste container as indicated in this Work Plan and in accordance with State and federal regulations. Clean all substrate, floor surfaces, and other items in the immediate work area using wet-wiping and HEPA vacuums. Do not render panels friable.

5.24 Exterior Asbestos Fibers/Lead Dust or Particles Waste Disposal Site:
Complete removal of asbestos/lead waste and asbestos/lead contaminated material and soils in accordance with current State regulations and in accordance with the NH Department of Environmental Services approved ADS work plan for the work site. As applicable, coordinate all work with the heavy equipment Contractor and other operators at the site to be provided for separate from this Scope of Services. Work is to be performed by the licensed asbestos/lead disposal site Contractor and certified asbestos/lead disposal site workers. In accordance with the State-approved Site Specific ADS Work Plan Contractor shall complete all ADS work plan preparation and submittals, work area isolation, demarcation, establishment of work zones, permitting, notifications, recordkeeping, asbestos/lead site work and Contractor shall at all times use appropriate engineering controls, wetting, appropriate ground coverings, and proper personnel and equipment decontamination. Contractor shall ensure no asbestos/lead is released into the environment during or as a result of work operations. Contractor shall conduct asbestos/lead related work as necessary to achieve the clearance criteria set forth for the work site in the State approved ADS work plan.

5.25 INITIAL CLEAN-UP WORK:
Once gross removal is completed, clean all visible debris on the substrate and primary barrier using HEPA vacuums, scrub brushes, and wet-wiping. Do not allow materials to dry out. As material is removed and Per Bid # 2071-18
clean-up is completed, simultaneously pack wetted material into proper waste disposal bags or package as noted above. For waste bags, twist the neck of the bags, bend the neck over, and seal with a minimum of three wraps of duct tape. Clean the outside of the bags with wet wiping and HEPA vacuum and move to the wash down station in the Equipment Decontamination Unit. Once washed clean, place the clean disposal bags into a second asbestos/lead disposal bag and seal the bag in the same manner as the first. Bags will then be transported from the work area to the asbestos/lead waste dumpster. Note: Waste dumpster must remain labeled and locked at all times when loading is complete or idle. Label waste dumpsters in accordance with 29 CFR 1910.145: Legend

DANGER
ASBESTOS/LEAD DUST HAZARD
CANCER & LUNG DISEASE HAZARD
AUTHORIZED PERSONNEL ONLY

Change all filters on the pressure differential systems and properly dispose of as asbestos/lead waste. Maintain adequate filtration and pressure differential during all filter changes.

5.26 PROJECT DECONTAMINATION
General: Complete decontamination of the Work Area following asbestos/lead abatement in accordance with regulatory requirements and industry standards.

Work of This Section includes the decontamination of air in the Work Area which has been, or may have been, contaminated by the elevated airborne asbestos/lead fiber levels generated during abatement activities, or which may previously have had elevated fiber levels due to friable asbestos/lead-containing materials in the space.

Work of This Section includes cleaning, decontamination, and removal of temporary facilities installed prior to abatement work, including:
- Primary and Critical Barriers
- Decontamination Unit
- Pressure Differential System

Work of This Section includes the cleaning, and decontamination of all surfaces (ceiling, walls, floors, and Contractor equipment and materials) of the Work Area, and all other furniture or equipment in the Work Area.

5.27 Start of Work:
Previous Work: During completion of the asbestos/lead abatement work specified in other sections, all Secondary Barriers of polyethylene sheeting will have been removed and disposed of along with any gross debris generated by the asbestos/lead abatement work.

Start of Work: Work of this section begins with the cleaning of the Primary Barrier. At start of work the following will be in place and fully operational: primary barriers, critical barriers, decontamination units, and pressure differential/air filtration systems.

5.28 First Cleaning:
First Cleaning: Carry out a first cleaning of all surfaces of the work area including items of remaining sheeting, tools, scaffolding and/or staging by use of damp-cleaning and mopping, and/or a High Efficiency Particulate Air (HEPA) filtered vacuum. (Note: A HEPA vacuum may fail if used with wet material.) Do not perform dry dusting or dry sweeping. Use each surface of a cleaning cloth one time only and then dispose of as contaminated waste. Continue this cleaning until there is no visible debris from removed materials or residue on plastic sheeting or other surfaces.

Provide adequate lighting on all surfaces being cleaned, sufficient number of ladders as applicable, sufficient number of personnel misting the area as needed, and adequate numbers of HEPA vacuum equipment.

Contractor's Testing: At the completion of the above cleaning visually inspect all surfaces. Re-clean if any dust, debris, etc. is found. Inspect the area and if any debris or dust is found, repeat the cleaning. Continue this process until no debris dust or other material is found while sweeping of all surfaces with forced-air
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Remove all filters in Air Handling System(s) and dispose of as asbestos/lead-containing waste in accordance with specification requirements. Use oscillating fans as necessary to assure circulation of air in all parts of work areas during this period. Maintain Pressure Differential System in operation for adequate settling period.

5.29 Second and Third Cleaning:
Second Cleaning: Carry out a second cleaning of all surfaces in the work area in the same manner as the first cleaning. Remove all drop-cloth layers of polyethylene sheeting on the floor leaving one layer of the primary barrier remaining. Clean newly exposed areas as outlined above. Third Cleaning: Carry out a third cleaning of all surfaces in the same manner as the first cleaning. Change filters on pressure differential systems and properly dispose of as asbestos/lead waste. Allow for sufficient settling period prior to clearance testing. Complete additional cleaning as required.

5.30 Visual Inspection:
Accompanied by the IH Consultant, perform a complete visual inspection of the entire Work Area including: all surfaces, ceiling, walls, floor, decontamination unit, all plastic sheeting, seals over ventilation openings, doorways, windows, and other openings; look for debris from any sources, residue on surfaces, dust or other matter. During visual inspection sweep entire work area including walls, ceilings, ledges, floors, and other surfaces in the room with exhaust from forced air equipment (leaf blower with approximately 1 horsepower electric motor or equivalent). If any debris, residue, dust or other matter is found repeat final cleaning and continue decontamination procedure from that point. Visual inspection is complete when the area is visually clean, and if after sweeping of all surfaces with leaf blower, no debris, residue, dust or other material is found. Provide adequate lighting during the visual inspection. Provide ladders, scaffolding, and lifts as required to provide access to all surfaces in the area to be subjected to visual inspection. Encapsulation of substrate: After successful visual inspection, perform encapsulation of substrate as directed. Only apply encapsulant materials that are compatible to any replacement materials to be installed. Owner, General Contractor, and IH Consultant must approve all encapsulants to be applied. Maintain Pressure Differential System in operation during encapsulation work.

5.31 Clearance Testing:
Air clearance sampling will be conducted by the IH Consultant in strict accordance with State of New Hampshire regulations and as required below. Air clearance testing will not be completed until the work area has adequate air changes and surfaces have had sufficient time to dry.

5.32 Removal of Work Area Isolation:
Only after all requirements of this section and the work area clearance sections have been met and verified by the IH Consultant. Remove all Primary Barrier sheeting and equipment decontamination unit(s), leaving only: critical barriers, personnel decontamination unit, and operational pressure differential/air filtration systems. Properly dispose of sheeting as asbestos/lead -waste. Use care to prevent damage to building surfaces and materials during tear down. All damages to surfaces and materials shall be repaired by Contractor unless otherwise noted and agreed to in writing by the State of New Hampshire.

Re-inspect all work area surfaces and adjacent areas for any dust and debris that may have originated from the work. With critical barriers and pressure differential/air filtration systems still in place and in operation, clean all surfaces using HEPA-vacuums and wet-wiping as required and until all surfaces are clean of visible debris. Shut down and remove the Pressure Differential System. Seal HEPA filtered fan units, HEPA vacuums and similar equipment with 6 mil polyethylene sheet and duct tape to form a tight seal at intake end before being moved from Work Area.

Remove personnel decontamination unit. Remove the critical barriers and properly dispose of as asbestos/lead -waste. Remove any small quantities of residual material found upon removal of critical barrier plastic sheeting with wet wiping, HEPA filtered vacuum cleaners and local area protection.

If ACBM or suspect ACBM debris is encountered during containment tear down, the entire area affected shall be decontaminated as specified herein using newly installed critical barriers and negative pressure. Once fully cleaned, remove all equipment, materials, debris from the work site. Dispose of all asbestos/lead-containing waste material as specified herein.
5.33 Final Cleaning:
General: Complete work upon completion of Removal of Work Area Isolation as required above. This cleaning is now being applied to existing room conditions. Take care to avoid water marks or other damages. Wet-wipe and HEPA vacuum surfaces in the work area until clean and free from dust and debris. Complete final cleaning in accordance with the project close-out requirements.

SECTION 6.0 WORK AREA CLEARANCE

6.1 Contractor Release Criteria:
The Work Area is cleared when the Work Area meets the visual inspection criteria described in the project decontamination sections of this specification and airborne asbestos/lead structure concentrations have been reduced to the level specified below.

6.2 Air Monitoring:
To determine if the elevated airborne asbestos/lead structure concentration encountered during abatement operations has been reduced to the specified level, the IH Consultant will secure samples and analyze them according to the procedures Stated herein. Contractor must provide at least 48 hours advance notice to the IH Consultant for any clearance testing or other inspections required, or for any changes to existing schedules.

6.3 Analytical Method:
The number and volume of air samples taken will be as determined by the Consultant and will be in accordance with the applicable current State and Federal regulations. Sample volumes given may vary depending upon the analytical instruments used. Phase Contrast Microscopy will be used for analysis of clearance samples collected. The State of New Hampshire reserves the right to collect and analyze TEM clearance samples. TEM clearance methods and clearance criteria will be as Stated in 40 CFR Part 763 (AHERA).

6.4 Laboratory Testing:
The services of a testing laboratory will be employed by the State of New Hampshire to perform laboratory analysis of the air samples. A microscope and technician will be set up at the job site, or samples will be sent daily by overnight mail, so that verbal reports on air samples can be obtained within 24 hours (Monday through Fridays).

Air clearance samples will be collected by the IH Consultant in all containment areas using aggressive sampling techniques in accordance with State of New Hampshire regulations.

6.5 PCM Air Clearance Testing:
After completion of all cleaning work, clearance samples will be collected inside the Work Area and analyzed as described below. Each sample will be collected on a 25mm sample cassette with a nonconductive extension cowl and 0.8 micron pore size, mixed cellulose ester filter media. The detection limit for final clearance samples will be at least 0.005 fibers per cubic centimeter (f/cc).

Analysis: Fibers on each filter will be measured using the NIOSH Method 7400 entitled "Fibers" published in the NIOSH Manual of Analytical Methods, 3rd Edition, Second Supplement, August 1987. Fibers referred to in this section include fibers regardless of composition as counted by the phase contrast microscopy method used.

For work areas requiring PCM clearance testing only: When every Work Area sample collected is at or below the 0.01 f/cc then work will proceed including remaining work area clearance work and close-out requirements. A minimum of 2 samples will be collected in each Work Area. If any sample is above 0.01 f/cc then the decontamination is incomplete and re-cleaning per the specification is required. The Contractor shall be responsible for all costs for each subsequent and additional round of PCM analysis required until the clearance criteria is met.

Release Criteria: Decontamination of Work Areas requiring PCM air clearance testing only is complete when every Work Area sample collected is at or below the 0.01 f/cc. If any sample is above 0.01 f/cc then the decontamination is incomplete and re-cleaning per this specification is required. The Contractor shall be responsible for all costs for each subsequent and additional round of PCM analysis required until the clearance criteria is met.
6.6 TEM Air Clearance Testing:
As deemed necessary by the State of New Hampshire, TEM air clearance testing will be completed in the work area after completion of all cleaning work; a minimum of 13 samples will be taken and analyzed as follows:

- Samples will be collected at 9.9 liters per minute (LPM);
- A minimum of 5 samples inside of the work area and 5 samples outside of the work area will be collected;
- A minimum of 1200 liters of air will be collected for each sample, and samples will be collected simultaneously.
- A total of 3 blanks will be used in accordance with AHERA for each work area clearance.

Each sample will be collected on a 25mm sample cassette with a nonconductive extension cowl and 0.45 micron pore size, mixed cellulose ester filter media. Analysis will be performed using the analysis method set forth in the AHERA Regulation 40 CFR Part 763 Appendix A. Asbestos/lead Structures referred to in this Section include asbestos/lead fibers, bundles, clusters or matrices, as defined by method of analysis.

Release Criteria: Decontamination of the work site is complete if either of the following condition is met:

- Work Area Samples are below filter background levels:
  - All Work Area sample volumes are greater than 1,199 liters for a 25 mm. sampling cassette.
  - The average concentration of asbestos/lead on the five Work Area Samples does not exceed the filter background level of 70 structures per square millimeter of filter area.

If these conditions are not met then the decontamination is incomplete and the cleaning procedures shall be repeated.

The Contractor shall be responsible for all costs for each subsequent and additional round of TEM analysis required until the clearance criteria is met. Note, if a work area fails to meet the clearance criteria and in the event that the Contractor requests (Contractor must notify the State of New Hampshire and the IH Consultant in writing within 24 hours of the clearance analysis) the use of the Z-test clearance criteria in accordance with 40 CFR Part 763, then the Contractor will be responsible for the costs for analyzing the 5 outside samples and 3 blanks in the event that the results Z-Test Method still fails to meet the clearance criteria. All such costs shall be deducted by the State of New Hampshire from final payment(s) to the Contractor.

Termination of Analysis: if the arithmetic mean (average) asbestos/lead concentration on the blank filters (if analyzed) exceeds 70 structures per square millimeter of filter area the analysis will cease and new samples collected.

Based on conditions of testing and work, IH Consultant may modify methods and testing procedures in accordance with industry standards.

6.7 Disposal of Asbestos/Lead-Containing Waste Material

6.7.1 General:
Asbestos Fibers/Lead Dust or Particles-containing waste materials and debris which is packaged in accordance with the provisions of this Specification may be disposed of at designated sanitary landfills when certain precautions are taken not limited to: notice to appropriate EPA Regional Offices and notice and permit from appropriate State and local agencies are completed.

Waste disposal site(s) must be properly licensed, permitted, and qualified to accept and handle ACM waste in accordance with all applicable local, State, and federal codes and regulations.

6.7.2 Disposal:
Comply with the following sections during all phases of this work: worker protection requirements and respiratory protection requirements. All waste is to be hauled by a waste hauler with all required licenses form all State and local authority with jurisdiction.
Carefully load all containerized asbestos fibers/lead dust or particles-containing waste material on sealed and lined trucks or other appropriate vehicles for transport. Exercise care before and during transport, to insure that no unauthorized persons have access to the materials.

All materials are to be properly containerized in one of the following: (1) Two 6 mil disposal bags, or (2) Two 6 mil disposal bags and a fiberboard drum, or (3) as otherwise indicated in the final approved site plan for exterior work. Do not store disposal bagged material outside of the work area. Take bags or drums from the work area directly to a sealed truck or dumpster. Glovebags shall not be used as waste disposal bags.

The State of New Hampshire will provide a designated location for placement of proper waste dumpster. Waste dumpster(s) will not be allowed to remain at the job site for longer than 72 hours upon completion of each phase (work area) of work by the Contractor. Do not transport disposal bagged materials on open trucks. Label drums with same warning labels as bags. Uncontaminated drums may be reused. Treat drums that have been contaminated as asbestos/lead-containing waste and dispose of in accordance with this specification. During loading and unloading, properly demarcate and label dumpster on all 4 sides. Dumpster shall be sealed, labeled and locked during all non-loading periods. Line waste dumpster with a minimum of 2 layers of 6 mil polyethylene sheeting and such that a minimum total of 20 mils of lining exists (including waste bags).

In accordance with NESHAPs and State regulations, advise the landfill operator or processor in advance of transport, of the quantity of material to be delivered. At disposal site unload containerized waste: At a disposal site, sealed plastic bags may be carefully unloaded from the truck. If bags are broken or damaged, leave in truck and clean entire truck and contents using procedures set forth herein. Retain receipts from landfill or processor for materials disposed of. At completion of hauling and disposal of each load submit copy of waste manifest, chain of custody form, and landfill receipt to the State of New Hampshire and the IH Consultant. Properly package, transport and dispose (or recycle) all any hazardous waste generated during the abatement work in accordance with the most current local, State and federal rules and regulations. Coordinate with the State of New Hampshire and the State of New Hampshire’s representatives for existing EPA hazardous waste generator number or obtain new identified number(s) in accordance with current regulations.

Provide copy of waste shipment record (complete to date) to the State of New Hampshire and the IH Consultant prior to removing waste from the site. Provide final copy of completed waste shipment record to the State of New Hampshire and the IH Consultant within 30 days of removing waste from the site.

6.8 RESTORATION AND REPLACEMENT

Conduct restoration and replacement work in accordance with the Contract Documents and provide certification that all materials used in the construction, restoration, renovation and other work are asbestos/lead-free. Repair all damaged surfaces, tape damage, adhesive and other damages resulting from the work or other damages caused by the Contractor as indicated by the State of New Hampshire to meet or exceed existing conditions, and as otherwise stated in the Contract Documents.

6.9 ASBESTOS FIBERS/LEAD DUST OR PARTICLES PROJECT CLOSEOUT

Before requesting inspection for certification of Substantial Completion, complete the following: complete all abatement and decontamination, interim or ongoing submittal requirements, final air clearance requirements, and removal of containment barriers.

Before requesting final inspection for Final Acceptance, complete the following: (1) Submit Closeout Submittals and (2) complete any remaining punch-list items. The State of New Hampshire will re-inspect the Work upon receipt of notice that the Work, including inspection list items from earlier inspections, has been completed, except items whose completion has been delayed because of circumstances acceptable to the State of New Hampshire and the IH Consultant.

Record Specifications: Maintain one complete copy of the Specification, including addenda, and one copy of other written construction documents such as Change Orders and modifications issued in printed form during construction. Mark these documents to show substantial variations in actual work performed in comparison with the text of the Specifications and modifications.
6.10 Closeout Submittals
At a minimum, the following Closeout Submittals will be provided upon substantial completion of each phase and prior to final completion of each phase of work.

- Copies of daily logs in accordance with this specification; Copies of analytical results and calculations for all air sampling completed by the Contractor during the project. Copies of specification daily sign in sheets.

- A copy of each waste manifest and chain-of-custody form, signed by the transporter and disposal facility operator, indicating that waste was packaged and disposed of properly. Include a description of any temporary storage facilities used including, dates, times, and locations of temporary storage. Note: In accordance with NESHAPS, submit all waste manifest documentation within 35 days from transport of waste from the site (provide interim submittals during the work as needed to comply with federal regulations).

- Copy of the Pre-construction Submittals for the work. Do not submit personnel training and licensing documentation (other than daily log information) unless the information is not included in the original Preconstruction Submittal Documentation. Other submittals required by Contract Documents.

6.11 Execution:
General: General cleaning during construction is required by the General Conditions and included in Section "Temporary Facilities". Complete all final, general house-keeping and cleaning in the work areas in accordance with such activities in accordance with 29 CFR Part 1910 and 29 CFR Part 1926, as applicable. Remove temporary protection and facilities installed for protection or security of the work during construction. Comply with regulations of authorities having jurisdiction and safety standards for cleaning. Do not burn waste materials. Do not bury debris or excess materials on the State of New Hampshire’s property. Do not discharge volatile, harmful or dangerous materials into drainage systems. Remove waste materials from the site and dispose of in a lawful manner. Where extra materials of value remaining after completion of associated Work have become the State of New Hampshire’s property, arrange for disposition of these materials as directed.

Conduct all other related work, non-asbestos fibers/lead dust or particles work, and general construction activity in accordance with the Contractor Documents.

Site Location Work Area

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONTRACTOR DAILY SIGN IN SHEET</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Contractor Name: _____________________ Date: _____________________</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contractor License No.: _____________________ Expiration Date: _____________________</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site Supervisor Name: _____________________ NH State License No: _____________________</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site Supervisor Training No/Expiration: _____________________ NH State License Exp: _____________________</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Work Area: _____________________
Activity Performed During Shift: _____________________

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>NH Lic. Number</th>
<th>Lic. Expiration</th>
<th>Training Number</th>
<th>Train Expiration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All services performed under this Contract(s) shall be performed between the hours of 8:00 A.M. and 4:00 P.M. unless other arrangements are made in advance with the State. Any deviation in work hours shall be pre-approved by the Contracting Officer. The State requires ten-day advance knowledge of said work schedules to provide security and access to respective work areas. No premium charges will be paid for any off-hour work.
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The Contractor shall not commence work until a conference is held with each agency, at which representatives of the Contractor and the State are present. The conference will be arranged by the requesting agency (State).

The State shall require correction of defective work or damages to any part of a building or its appurtenances when caused by the Contractor’s employees, equipment or supplies. The Contractor shall replace in satisfactory condition all defective work and damages rendered thereby or any other damages incurred. Upon failure of the Contractor to proceed promptly with the necessary corrections, the State may withhold any amount necessary to correct all defective work or damages from payments to the Contractor.

The work staff shall consist of qualified persons completely familiar with the products and equipment they shall use. The Contracting Officer may require the Contractor to dismiss from the work such employees as deems incompetent, careless, insubordinate, or otherwise objectionable, or whose continued employment on the work is deemed to be contrary to the public interest or inconsistent with the best interest of security and the State.

The Contractor or their personnel shall not represent themselves as employees or agents of the State.

While on State property, employees shall be subject to the control of the State, but under no circumstances shall such persons be deemed to be employees of the State.

All personnel shall observe all regulations or special restrictions in effect at the State Agency.

The Contractor’s personnel shall be allowed only in areas where services are being performed. The use of State telephones is prohibited.

If sub-contractors are to be utilized, Contractor shall provide information regarding the proposed sub-contractors including the name of the company, their address, contact person and three references for clients they are currently servicing. Approval by the State must be received prior to a sub-contractor starting any work.

### PRICING STRUCTURE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COOS COUNTY</th>
<th>PRICE PER HOUR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PROJECT MANAGER</td>
<td>7:30 AM - 4:00 PM MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WEEKEND &amp; HOLIDAY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABATEMENT WORKER</td>
<td>7:30 AM - 4:00 PM MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WEEKEND &amp; HOLIDAY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CARROLL COUNTY</th>
<th>PRICE PER HOUR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PROJECT MANAGER</td>
<td>7:30 AM - 4:00 PM MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WEEKEND &amp; HOLIDAY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABATEMENT WORKER</td>
<td>7:30 AM - 4:00 PM MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WEEKEND &amp; HOLIDAY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GRAFTON COUNTY</th>
<th>PRICE PER HOUR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PROJECT MANAGER</td>
<td>7:30 AM - 4:00 PM MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WEEKEND &amp; HOLIDAY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABATEMENT WORKER</td>
<td>7:30 AM - 4:00 PM MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WEEKEND &amp; HOLIDAY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SULLIVAN COUNTY</th>
<th>PRICE PER HOUR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PROJECT MANAGER</td>
<td>7:30 AM - 4:00 PM MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WEEKEND &amp; HOLIDAY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABATEMENT WORKER</td>
<td>7:30 AM - 4:00 PM MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WEEKEND &amp; HOLIDAY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MERRIMACK COUNTY</th>
<th>PRICE PER HOUR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PROJECT MANAGER</td>
<td>7:30 AM - 4:00 PM MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PRICING QUOTATIONS FOR INDIVIDUAL PROJECTS

State will request quotations by providing a SOW describing the services required and the applicable technical qualifications. Contractor must return quotes within three (3) business days. The quoted hourly rates shall not exceed the rates established under this contract. The SOW shall be issued to all Contractors under this contract for a quote. The project engagement will be based upon the lowest cost qualified quote.